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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
The Brink of Madness

•

•

.,

We hope to live long enough to find out what hold
Chiang Kai Shek has had upon influential leaders of
both of our major parties. Lacking that knowledge
now, we are unable to explain, much less justify, the
reckless, even provocative· policies which our state department and our military establishment have been
following in the Taiwan Straits Area. To the consternation of informed opinion at home, and to the horror
of our allies, we have all but invited war with the
Chinese Communists over two small islands which
Chiang claims as parts of his make-believe empire.
In the process, and with full knowledge of what we were
doing, we risked the outbreak of the Third World War.
All of this probably sounds a bit extreme·. It would
sound extreme to a people whose concern with the
philosophy and direction of its foreign affairs is typified by a President who, between golf games, will order
units of the fleet to the Taiwan Area but who, when
asked whether field commanders had authority to use
atomic weapons in defense of their command, had to
confess that he didn't know.
It may very well be that ultimately the issue between
us and the Communist World will have to be joined,
although nothing is needed to make the Third World
War inevitable but that we think it is inevitable. :But
assuming for the sake of argument that it a ctually is
inevitable, does it not become all the more imp{!rative
that we go to war on grounds that can be clearly justified before God and history? It is inconceivable that
we should risk the outbreak of The Last War for the
sake of the mad ambitions of a discredited old man.
And yet that is just what almost happened. And
the threat of its happening will hang over our heads
until we extricate ourselves from the skein of commitments to Chiang which keep us captive to his whims
and policies in the Far East. This means that we must
accept realities - unhappy realities, no doubt, but
OcronER
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realities nevertheless. We must, as gracefully as possible, recognize the Chinese Peoples Republic and
cease to block its admission into the United Nations.
(This guff about not allowing anybody to shoot his way
into the United Nations can hardly be taken seriously
since our re~ognition of the new regime in Iraq.) And
we must once for all accept the fact that the Chinese
people don't want Chiang back in China, that he
couldn't go back even if they did want him, and that
it is high time that he and we abandoned the fiction
that the Chinese Nationalist government still exists.

A Plea for Reconsideration
For more than a quarter of a century, the Synodical
Conference .(Lutheran) has operated a small Negro
academy in Selma, Alabama. It would be impossible
to praise . too highly the devotion and self-sacrifice of
the staff that has operated the academy under the most
discouraging conditions of low salaries and rudimentary
facilities and equipment. Nor would it be fair to question the good intentions of the mission board of the
Conference, which is administratively responsible for
the operation of the academy. The physical problems
of the academy are rooted in the fact that the members
of the Conference know little about it, and care less.
But far more serious than the physical problem are
the theological and social problems. Theologically, of
course, the very existence of the academy has been a
contradiction of Lutheran teachings on the nature of
the Church. And socially it has been an accommodation to Southern patterns of racial discrimination patterns which have been specifically condemned as
unChristian by the Lutheran Church -- Missouri Synod.
As a result, many Synodical Conference Lutherans who
are best informed about the academy are most convinced that it should be closed.
At its convention last August, however, the Synodical
Conference voted to raise half a million dollars to relocate the academy in new buildings, on a new site.

~--------------,~----------------"--------------------------------------The action of the Con vention was by unanimous vote
and was, we are sure, prompted by a desire to do the
decent thing by an institution which had been too long
neglected. But in all the constituent synods of the
Synodical Conference there are those of us who, as a
matter of conscience, must dissent from this decision,
and we hope that we will be given the opportunity to
be heard before action is taken to carry it into effect.
Whatever expedients may be allowed to the state for
the sake of public peace and order, the Church must
be color-blind in· her dealings with her children. Already, she has opened her institutions to all races and
all ethnic groups. There is no need of a separate institution for Negroes. At a time when all of the resources of the Church are needed to meet the enormous
missionary challenges that confront it, it is unconscionable that half a million dollars should be allotted to
separate and unequal facilities for fellow-Christians
who are already welcome to use the existing excellent
facilities of the Church.

Musings on the 5:05
We were on a train hooting its way through the
south side of Chicago when we read about the successful voyage of the Nautilus under the North Polar ice,
and we found ourself caught between what we were
reading in the newspaper and what we saw out of the
train window.
Man does not live by bread alone. He has' a soul,
a spirit, which draws its nourishment from being reminded of its own capabilities. All of us share, most
of us vicariously, in the glory of belonging to a species
which has split the atom, found a passage under the
polar ice, and devised schemes for taJ-,ing a look at
the other side of the moon. And whct't does money
mean when such gallantry and derring-do are at issue?
But then you look out the window and see people
living in the sagging houses of a rotting city and you
wonder. If the billions that have been spent on splitting the atom had been spent on urban renewal people
wouldn't have to live like this. If the billions that
have gone into the development of the Nautilus had
gone into schools and hospitals many of our worst
social problems would be well on the way to solution.
If the billions that have been spent on devising weapons
against other people had been spent in feeding them
and clothing them, maybe we wouldn't all be living
under the daily threat of annihilation.
We brag about our civilization and, in the face of
all the evidence to the contrary, we have convinced
ourselves that we really prefer the constructive arts of
peace to the destructive arts of war. But do we, really?
Could we really tolerate the prospect of a century of
peace - a century which offered no occasion for dressing up in fancy clothes and setting off tremendous ex-
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plosions and playing God with human chessmen on
a global chessboard? Maybe, maybe not. Many a contemporary of ours gets a certain sparkle in his eyes
when the conversation drifts around to the days when
he was slogging his way through the mud of France
or New Guinea, hating every minute of it but still
revelling in the role of the 10ugh, red-handed he-man.
At least there were some thrills in that kind of life thrills that one doesn't get from designing public hous- ...
ing projects or initiating teen-agers into the mysteries
of logarithms.
Our treasure follows our hearts, and our hearts are
still governed more by fear and the love of adventure
than by the needs and sufferings of our fellow-men. And
so we may talk piously about beating swords into plow- •
shares, but deep clown inside we cherish the dream of
the tattooed hand and the blood-kissed blade and the
sweet smell of victory in our nostrils.

Who is the Crook?
On a network television program one morning last
month, Mr. H. V. Kaltenborn called Mr. James R . Hoffa a "crook." Mr. Hoffa happens to be a difficult person to like, :'!nd in his appearances before the McClella n
Committee he gave ,little reason for quarreling with Mr.
Kaltenborn's description of him. But it disturbs us
when the findings of Congressional committees are
given the status of verdicts of courts of law and when
journal_ists usurp the position of a judge.
The fact of the matter is that Mr. Hoffa has not
been convicted of any of the offenses alleged against
him by the McClellan Committee. This raises an
awkward question. Assuming that Mr. Hoffa is guilty
as charged by the committee, why has he not been
brought to book by due process of law? Is it the fault
of Congress in refusing to enact the necessary laws?
Is it the fault of the executive branch in failing to
prosecute under the law? Is it the fault of the judiciary
in failing to apply the penalties of the law?
More than once, as we watched the hearings before
the McClellan Committee, we found ourself thinking:
"This is funny business. Here these men are, sitting
both as prosecutor and as judge. And whether Hoffa
is guilty or not, he is being subjected to a process which
is utterly foreign to our system of justice. He is being
examined and convicted simultaneously."
We do not q~stion the right of a Congressional
Committee to gather information necessary to the legislative process. We do question the right of a Congressional committee to play the part of a court of law.
And we couldn't help wondering who the real "defendant" was: Jimmy Hoffa or the Attorney-General of
the United States. For if Hoffa was guilty of the
charges alleged against him the Justice Department has
been criminally derelict in its duty to proceed against
him in the courts.
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AD LIB .
We Talk Too Much
--------------8

y

ALFRED

Calvin Coolidge may not be remembered by history
as the greatest president of the United States, but he
had one characteristic that all of us could cultivate.
Mr. Coolidge spoke very sparingly. As a result he is
lcnown more affectionately today than he proh<~ bly
would be had he discoursed at length on every subject.
If you will look at the record of succeedmg pfesi·
dents, you will note that they got in trouble most often
not by what they did so much as by what they said .
.,. And in most cases, what they said could have been left
unsaid. This is not peculiar to presidents. There is
too much unnecessary talk on radio and television, and
all of us talk far too much. If we said less we would
all be much more interesting, more exciting, and we
would be taken for being much more intelligent than
we are.
I am not against good conversation or the good con·
versationalist. I enjoy the1}1 as much as anyone. What
I do not care for is the conversation where every detail
has to be given, either of one's personal life or of a
particular incident. In such a conversation the flavor
is flat when it could have been so much more interest·
ing if half had been left unsaid.
This wordiness applies, of course, to the written word
as well. Though I may not appreciate some of the
products of the advertising agency, I do respect their
knowledge of what will interest other people and make
them buy. You must have noticed the trend in the
last few years, and more so now in the last few months,
of the advertising crowd to say less and less. As a result
their advertisements are much more intriguing.
For example, the national advertising agency of
Campbell-Ewald has a full page ad in which a picture
takes up the entire page. It shows soldiers unloading
.. from the Trojan horse and one of them says, "It's a
good gimmick, but I don't see it as a campaign." Now
if the agency had been so inclined, it could have used
the full page listing the advantages of their firm. But
no, they realize more people will notice and appreciate
their ad if it is kept short and interesting.
In another full page advertisement - and these are
from top magazines where the cost per page is well in
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excess of $10,000.00 - a lady's hand is holding a card
which says "-and thank you, Juliette Marglen, for
your newest fingertip fashion - Allini Silver." I have
no idea who Juliette Marglen is or who or what Allini
Silver is, but the message is firmly in my mind and it is
undoubtedly meaningful to women. I notice that some·
one who knew the value of the unspoken word was
willing to pay over $1 000.00 per word to keep the
message short.
Even in the field of breakfast cereal promotion, a
field that is normally more noisy than most, Kellogg's
comes out with a full page that surely cost more than
$50,000.00 and it consists only of a picture of a box of
corn flakes and a dozen ears of corn in a supermarket
cart with twenty words of copy below the picture. The
cereal people have been in the advertising game from
the beginning of cereals and they must know that pay·
ing over $3000.00 a word for saying very little is
justifiable.
Dozens of other examples could be picked from any
copy of a recent magazine. That it is not necessary to
explain everything in sight - as we do so often in con·
versation - is apparent from the newer advertisements
which feature a bizarre picture with little explanation.
An example is the Smirnoff Vodka ad in which three
men are sitting on a wagon in the dessert. The cap·
tion is: "Get on the vodka wagon - with Smirnoff."
Another long time advertiser, Coca Cola, has a full
page and expensive ad with four pictures showing a
couple walking through the woods looking for a picnic
spot. In the first picture the girl has a cardigan sweater
over her shoulders, but it is missing on the last three
shots. The few words accompanying the picture make
no explanation. I think the lost sweater was intentional
and was meant to raise questions, as it has in my mind.
All of this is by way of pointing out that people who
should know seem to agree that the less said the bet·
ter. This is a perfectly clear moral and one that most
of us could heed with advantage. After all, who would
remember Greta Garbo if she had been given to long
interviews in movie magazines?

Flying

.

IS

for the Birds

By ]AROSLAV PELIKAN
Assistant Pmfessor of Historical Theology
The Divinity School
The UniveTsity of Chicago
I was born on December 17, 1923 - twenty years to
the day after the Wright brothers launched their first
plane at Kitty Hawk. Early in my life that coincidence
combined with the avian origins of my family name
to give me a certain mystique about flying. I felt that
I was born to fly. My career in aviation began thirty
years ago last summer, when one of my father's parishioners offered to pay for my first flight. I can still
remember watching for our house as we circled the
city in the Ford Trimotor, the hottest thing on wings
in those days. This was really it, I knew. I vowed
that if I could ever afford it, I would fly all over the
United States.
Since then I have flown all over the United States,
and a good part of Canada as well. I have flown across
the Atlantic in both directions. When the airplane
buffs gather to swap stories about near misses, I can
recount my share of engines conked out, landing gears
stuck, ceilings at zero, and three separate times when I
was on a plane that crashed after I disembarked - in
Washington, in Minneapolis, and in Newark. I have
circled the field at Hancock, Michigan, which is surrounded on three sides by Lake Superior, while a jeep
plowed the snow from the runway for our plane to land.
I have long since been inducted into the "hundred
thousand mile club," entitling me to pay full fare on
any scheduled airline. I have eaten airline filet mignon
as rare as it could be and still be dead, and sipped airline Martinis as dry as they could be and still stay in
the glass. My boyhood dream has been fulfilled, and
I am a citizen of the modern world. Tomorrow the
jets, and then to the moon!
But when I want to travel instead of merely going
from one place to another, I take the train. I fly when
I must and take the train when I can, because flying is
for the birds and the railroads are for me. The girl at
a travel agency where I sometimes buy my tickets once
asked me, "Do you want to take the plane, or are you
going first class?" Citizen of the modern world or not,
I prefer the Twentieth Century Limited (of happy
but now lamented memory) to any "executive flight"
between Chicago and New York, in spite of slippers,
steaks, and pretty stewardesses. Perhaps I am becoming conservative as I close the first half of my three
score years and ten, and my rapidly graying hair may
make a Republican of me yet. But whatever the real
reasons may be, I have often pondered my growing
enthusiasm for rail travel and my deepening dislike of
flying.
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You Get too Close to the Wrong People
One factor that makes me suspect this dislike as a
species of snobbery is my feeling of discomfort amid
the compulsory intimacy of a plane. It's actually a
flying bus, only a little more crowded and a lot more
expensive. I love children, and not just fried, as W. C.
Fields used to say; but I do not love them so much. ...
that I enjoy having them crawl over me and under me
(to mention only their more prosaic activities) during
the seven-hour flight to the West Coast. On a modern
airliner - Super-G Constellation or DC-7C o~ Viscount
or whatever its Buck Rogers title may be - there is
simply no place to hide. As an ex-smoker, I sputter "'
and smart at the eyes when one of my fellow travelers
tries to make a Smithfield ham of .me, but there is no
place to hide. I shall never forget a flight out of Covington, Kentucky, on which about two dozen college
girls were going home for the Easter recess. The
rough air over the mountains gave one of them a bad 4
case of what might be called "mal de air," and soon all
the others were following her example. My deep sympathy for their plight did not help them or me one bit,
and I found myself wishing I were in a roomette. Nowhere else except in an induction center or the I. R. T.
subway will a modern person permit himself to be so
cramped and so manipulated - so "thingified," to use
Paul Tillich's pungent expression - as in a luxury ~"
flight aboard one of those six-mile-a-minute sardine
cans. I don't like it when I have to do it, and I avoid
it whenever I can.
It's not only how close you have to get to people
that bothers me, however. It is also the sort of people ~
you have to get close to that makes me uncomfortable
on a plane. Somehow flying seems to attract people
who look upon it as the thing to do for those who have
made it. As one matron with more than her share of
both flesh and spirit said to me when we were leaving
Atlanta, "You know, the planes are still one place ,.
where you meet mostly white folks, and proper ones at
that." Maybe I simply don't enjoy the company of
such proper folks or their endless name-dropping, complaining abcfut income tax, and bragging about the
market. Or maybe I am becoming an anti-snob snob,
which is supposed to be the worst kind. But I had a .lot more fun with the fans I used to meet in the stands
behind third base at Comiskey Park last summer or the
crowd at a concert by the mighty Odetta last spring.
The lady coming out of Atlanta was not only mean
but dull, for she had never permitted people different
THE
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- - -------------------from herself to buff away her dullness; and she was
so happy that on the pl~mes she could meet so many
white Gentile Protestants. Of course, the airlines are
racially integrated - a lot more integrated than most
of the churches! But there is still a sameness about
so many of the passengers one meets while flying, and
about the conversations.
Another type of passenger on many flights bothers me
even more, because I find myself falling involuntarily
into line with him. This is the character whose time
is valuable. He has a sweep second hand on his watch,
as I do, and at each take-of£ and landing he checks
the schedule, muttering some sort of meteorological
wisdom about "I hope he [this always means the pilot]
picks up a tailwind! Maybe he should go to seventeen
[this always means seventeen thousand feet]." By the
time such an amateur dispatcher has covered the miles
from Chicago to International Falls, Minnesota, with
five or six intermediate stops, his ulcers have ulcers.
Yet this is the pattern of behavior that comes qver me
when I fly. A tight schedule and a tight stomach go
together. If I catch an earlier flight in order to give
myself plenty of time, it does not help. I still worry
when it falls behind sche.dule, and I keep consulting
the schedule to see whether I can change planes at
Syracuse if this one is delayed too much. Being by
nature afflicted with anxiety about transportatJiort
schedules - the late biographer of Sigmund Freud,
Ernest Jones, reports that this was one anxiety of
which even Freud could not rid himself - I suffer
with the realization that I cannot switch to a speedier
fonn of transportation, but will simply have to miss my
appointment, as I missed the New York premiere of
the film Martin Luther, on which I had done some
work, because of engine trouble in (of all places) South
Bend, Indiana. And being by nature afflicted with
compulsion about work, I stay at my desk as late as
possible until take-of£ time, when the compulsion gives
way to the anxiety. I am afraid that flying will make
me neurotic.

Where a s, On a Train . . .
If I take the train, I still experience some anxiety
about missing it; but once I have caught it, the anxieties
and the compulsions disappear - for reasons that I
am sure both Sigmund Freud and Ernest Jones could
explain quite vividly. Here on the train I have a
privileged sanctuary. There will be manuscripts and
galley proofs in my briefcase, perhaps even some dictation. But for now my time is my own. I can read
a church father or a cletective story without being interrupted. If I have some writing to do, I can have a
table brought in, set up my "portable portable" as the
ad men call it (no forty pound limit on the train!),
and work in peace. And if I am cramped by the church
father or by my quarters, I can get up and walk about.
These are only some of the simple pleasures that attract
me to the train.
OcroBER
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Then there are the pleasures that are not so simple.
If I don't care for pot roast well done or bland chicken

a la king (and I don't), I may enjoy a luncheon or a
dinner as I like it. A generation of travelers is rising
now who may never know how good a meal en route
can be. The salad bowl on the New York Central,
the wheat cakes on the Wabash, the baked potato on
the Great Northern, the whitefish on the Canadian
Pacific - these are truly patrician. Or at least they
used to be. On a railroad as in a marriage, the cuisine
is one of the first things to suffer when times of trouble
come. Still the dining car remains a wondrous place
to see and to smell, and one of the pleasures of being
a parent is to take a boy into the dining car with its
gleaming napkins and heavy silver and to induct hirrr
into the mysteries of food and service as America rolls
by the train window.
The America that rolls by the train window is itself one of the deepest mysteries. Perhaps I am still
under the clmrm of the Thomas Wolfe I read so
greedily in the late 1930's, but to me the spell of America will always be associated with the sights and sounds
of the train. The whistles and the wheels and the
brakes, even on the Diesels, form a link with the American past which we need very much in a country where
any heritage more hallowed than the seventh inning
stretch is so hard to preserve. The Canadian roads are
still close enough to the bush country and to their own
past, and therefore they supply this link with automatic
coupling. In our country, too, a road like the Santa
Fe or the Union Pacific bears in its very name some
of the power of the past. For one who spent the happiest years of his boyhood in Pennsylvania, the sound of
a train in the night will always be the sound of adventure and excitement. I may have wanted to run away
with the circus, but I think I wanted to do it on the
train! And there is still no better method of sightseeing and catching the sweep of America's plains and
forests.
Despite this enthusiasm for travel across the plains
and forests, I am by choice an apartment dweller, urban in my fundamental instincts. To me the railroads
stand for something important and meaningful about
the life of the American city. Sometime, perhaps in
the Cresset, I want to make explicit some of my misgivings about the failure of American Protestantism to
grasp the genius of the city. The airport and the railroad station are almost a parable of that failure. · The
railroad station is right in town, in a section that is
down at the heels by this time. It is large, poorly designed, poorly decorated, poorly lighted, bearing all
the architectual marks of the period that produced it
- what an architect friend calls "a McKinley stinker."
But it is in town, and it is there to stay, dirt or no
dirt. The airport, meanwhile, is away from town,
where "the air is clean and the nicer people live." It
is sleek, combining utility and beauty, as the new a1r-
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ports in Pittsburgh and Saint Louis do so well. But it
is cut off from the life of the city; and like the citizens
who live near it for the 'sake of the clean air and the
nicer people, it can often represent an irresponsible
attitude toward the city and its problems. Ironically,
the railroad station has gradually become a symbol of
such irresponsibility, too, for the commuters have come
to outnumber the travelers at its ticket counters. But
though they may get off at Westport, the commuters
know that without the railroad and without the city
they could not live.
Thus the railroad can help to restore a sense of proportion. It does so in a more profound way as well.
One does not have to be a party-line Kantian to recognize that human life and experience stand under the
two rubrics of time and space. Many of the world's
most creative thoughts have · come from the effort to
attune the mind to these two given elements. The more
sophisticated a culture becomes, the more deeply do
its wise men reflect about the problem of time and
space as the precondition of reality and of experience.
But our modern culture can give us the illusion of
having overcome this problem by the simple achievement of being able to cover more space in less time.
We speak of "conquering distances" by means of coaxial
cables and Convairs. We even subordinate space to
time and measure the distance to the stars in light
years. And behind much of our thinking is the intuitive impression that we are on the way toward trans-·
cending our bounded existence, trammeled as it is by
space and time.
Now I would not claim that riding a train will cure
a man of this idolatrous impression; in an ultimate
way, I suppose, only the Biblical doctrine of creation
can do this. But I will say that there is a salutary effect to matching miles of earth against minutes of
schedule. It may only be a legend that some transcontinental travelers get a needle from their physicians
just before taking off and thus wake up on the opposite
coast without having had any sensation of movement at
all, but the story does illustrate how completely air
travel can banish the dimension first of space and then
even of time in favor of a non-stop Nirvana. It has
taken the human race countless ages to develop some
sensitivity to space-time and to understand a little
about it. There is not, I would suggest, unalloyed
benefit in the traumatic experience of being suddenly
jerked out of space-time, only to discover that space and
time have been there all along and that air travelers
grow older too. Without indulging in any romanticism
about it, I am convinced . that it is good for anyone to
rediscover the delicate balance of space and time, and
that rail travel is an excellent way to do this.

Do the Railroads Want Passengers?
But the iron horse has become a nag, and the old gray
mare ain't what she used to be. The railroads have
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been on the defensive so long before the attacks of the
more glamorous modes of travel that their losses can
never be recouped. Much as one might wish that the
trains could capture the imagination of Americans
again, it seems impossible. What is more, they are
not even trying. When representatives of the roads
told Congress that they do not want passenger traffic,
they were confirming what e~ery passenger has been
suspecting for years: that his business is an imposition
upon the railroads, and that they would rather not be
bothered with people. As some librarians give the impression that books are their friends and readers their
enemies, so some trainmen wind their Hamiltons and
stroke their service bars with a contemptuous disregard
for any mere passanger who cannot equal their record
of twenty-seven consecutive years on the rails.
How different the airplanes. Capitalizing upon the
boost which flying received during the war, they appeal to the ego and to the imagination of their passengers. Several years ago I had to fly to Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, to pick up my car, which I had left there because
of a snowstrom. Since it was a Saturday, I took my
older boy (then seven years old) along. Shortly after
we left the Chicago airport, a stewardess came to ask
hi.i n wheth~r this was his first flight. It was. From
one of the ingenious little cabinets of which a plane
seems to have so many, she produced a pair of wings,
which she pinned to his blouse. A few minutes later
she presented him with a certificate signed by the
entire crew, commemorating this historic event. His
first flight, you may be sure, was not his last. He was
theirs for life. Yet all they had done was to treat him as
though he were real, and to take advantage of the excitement in a boy's first commercial flight.
But catch the railroads doing something like that!
Even courtesy sometimes seems to come hard for them.
Last sprir •._, I had to change my plans on a trip to
Baltimore and fly home instead of taking the train.
When the situation is reversed, the airlines will refund
the full amount of the ticket on the spot; indeed, one
airline even paid my taxi fare to the railroad terminal
last year when a plane was delayed. But when I canceled my train reservations, I encountered one obstacle
after another. Although I informed the Baltimore
ticket office, I could not even turn in my tickets there,
but had to wait until I got back to Chicago, where I
had purchased them. In Chicago the rail tickets had
to go to one office (with one form to fill out), and
the Pullman reservations to another office (with another form to fill out); I was not required to file an affidavit. A couple of weeks later I finally received my
refund. Cancellations and refunds are a nuisance, I
know, and they entail much unnecessary bookkeeping.
But the quick courtesy of the airlines stands in sharp
contrast with the Canossa to which the railroads made
me come.
Clearly the railroads don't care enough to change.
THE
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late Rob~rt Young tried to do something about
their plight, and ot~ers have been dreaming bold
dreams for them. But they are always one track away
from their opportunities, and thus they cannot. tak~
advantage either of their romantic past or of their
potential. The governmental regulations governing the
operation of the railroads were intended to prevent
them from becoming an empire, and have been successful in doing this. There will be no railroad empire;
but unless these regulations undergo some drastic reVISIOn, there may be no railroads, either. Citing old
abuses of power by the railroad barons of the nineteenth century is like keeping the bounty on wolves
in Cook County. Unless we have a healthy and ver~
satile railroad system, the economic and social life of
the United States is in for trouble.
For rail transport remains a basic need of the economy, while a strengthened transit system is the basis for
any practicable solution to the centrifugal problems
of the metropolis. But when passenger traffic drains
off any profits that may come from freight, · and when
commuter traffic has to operate at an even greater
deficit than passenger traffic, how can the railroads
become healthy and versatile enough to meet these
needs and problems? Travelers will give up and
will take their business where it is wanted. Already
the rail schedules are being drastically reduced. There
are fewer stations than there used to be, and fewer
trains to the stations that are left. Revenues go down,
deficits go up; service goes down, disgust goes up; and
so the revenues go down even more.

The Constant Lover
But whenever I can, I still take the train. I suppose
I'll go right on taking it until the run from Chicago
to New York is via New Orleans. (Come to think of
it, there would be certain culinary advantages to that
routing.) And occasionally, on cold gray nights in
March or November, I shall discover that I am not
alone on the train. For into the club car will stomp
the refugees from the airlines who have discovered (if
only for one cold gray night) that flying is for th.e birds.

Then I shall take my pocket notebook from my briefcase and turn to the page where I have copied my
favorite poem by Ogden Nash, "The Unwinged Ones":"'
I don't travel on planes.
I travel on trains.
Once in a while, on tr.ains,
I see people who travel on planes.
Every once in a while I'm surrounded
By people whose planes have been grounded.
I'm enthralled by their air-minded snobbery,
Their exclusive hobnobbery,
And I'll swear to, before any notary,
The cliches of their coterie.
They feel that they have to explain
How they happen to be on a train,
For even in Drawing Room A
They seem to feel declasse.
So they sit with portentous faces
Clutching their attache cases.
As the Scotches they rapidly drain
That they couldn't have got on the plane,
They grumble and fume about how
They'd have been in Miami by now.
They frowningly glance at their watches,
Ond O!!ider more Scotches.
By the time tha_t they're passing through Rahway
They should be in Havana or Norway,
And they strongly imply that perhaps,
Since they're late, the world will collapse.
Then, as station merges with station,
They complain of the noise and vibration.
These outcasts of aviation,
They complain of the noise and vibration.
Sometimes on the train I'm surrounded
By people whose planes have been grounded.
That's the only trouble with trains;
When it fogs, when it smogs, when rains,
You get people from planes.
*From The Golden Trashery of Ogden Nashery, (Pocket Books,
1955), pp. 66-67.
Copyright 1952 by Ogden Nash
First
published in The New Yorker.
·
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Ch.urch Planning --A Lesson in Stewardship
By MJLFRED H. EGGERDING
President, Community Planning Consultants
Valparaiso, Indiana

Script4re tells us that all we possess is a gift from
God, that we are but stewards holding certain material
wealth for Him, and that we shall be held accountable
for the use we make of it.
In the next few years, we Americans will have an opportunity to decide how decent a place our country will
be to live in for generations to come. It is not only
the matter of providing a decent place for a home and
and a place to work that Americans will be deciding.
The future spiritual welfare of our nation is involved
as well, for unless churches .are planned into the new
communities that we shall be building, there will be
no opportunity for them later. Saturation planning
and development and deed restrictions will see to that.
Throughout history, temples and churches have been
considered a vital part of any civilization and their
physical locations in the community have been considered assets rather than liabilities. This regard · for
places of worship has been based on the assumption
that religion is at the core of man's living and that
temples and churches as organizations play essential roles
in the life of any community. Their presence or absence
makes the difference between the well-planned community in the best sense of the word and a mere grouping of buildings where people live and work.
Yet we find today that the assumption that a church
is an asset to a community is being challenged by some
people. This challenge is based primarily upon the
poor performance standards on the part of some churches. There is an ever-growing list of examples of such
poor performance standards, such as inadequate parking facilities, resulting in street congestion; inadequate
yard standards, setting the stage for nuisances; the cutting off of sunlight; the destroying of view; property
values being affected by low standards; and, in general,
poor housekeeping on the part of churches.
On the other hand, the church could be an anchor
for enhancing and conserving community values. Positive evidences of that fact are found in real estate ads
for new subdivisions which makes reference to churches
nearby. Families seeking a new home prefer to live
near a church. The Federal Housing Authority thinks
churches make subdivision mortgages less risky. In
other words, the church adds to the stability of the
family and community life of the neighborhood and
therefore is a basic determiner of real property values.

The Church as a Nuisance
However, the prospect of having a church moving to
a neighborhood quite frequently arouses strong opposition from the residents of the neighborhood, par-
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ticularly when the church happens to be of a different
religious body than that to which the protesting neighborhood belongs. If this is the case, the objector is
always careful to disclaim religious discrimination as
a reason for his protest. It is not unusual for the objecting to be done by the people who belong to the
specific church group involved. It is certainly possible that some of the objections 40 the location of the
specific church could be traced to religious intolerance;
but in general it is clear that the objectors do have
real fears, and probably valid objections. They sincerely believe that the value of their property will depreciate because of the proximity of the church. The
reasons for this belief are varied.
Vehement objections arise because churches generate
additional traffic and cause parking problems, and it
is quite clear that excessive traffic past residential
property does depreciate the value of such residential
property.
Noise is another specific annoyance from church activities, especially noise that always accompanies traffic generated by a public assembly, as well as the noise
generated by music, bells, and carillons. Also the noise
of outdoor social affairs can be annoying. The hysterical religious worship services of some cults and sects
are particularly intolerable in some neighborhoods.
Parochial schools and private schools operated under
the auspices of religious groups also inspire strong objections from residents. These objections are not directed against religious groups since they also appear if
a public school is located in the same area. Elementary
school children make a lot of noise and the residential
property immediately adjacent is probably depreciated
because of the noise. Secondary schools are also traffic
generators, particularly in view of the greater use of
cars by high school students.
The wider range of church-connected activities, an
increasing number of church members, an increasing
interest in church-related activities - all these mean
larger and more elaborate buildings and facilities. In
line with the trend towards one-story sprawling buildings, the architecture of religous buildings also embraces single-story design. While it is hardly likely that
the first edifice built by a congregation will be elabora te, it certainly should be anticipated by planners that,
if the congregation is successful, it will have to expand
its plant. Consequently, planning groups should be
aware of the ultimate building plans of any church plans which may include church, school, educational
facilities, and living quarters.
If there is any validity to minimum areas for other
THE
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public uses such as public schools, lodges, and the like
-;_- and planners have good reason to believe that there
is - these standards sh9uld also equally apply to the
church. If it is at all possible to establish standards
for urban development, planners are always interested
in doing so. For this reason planners have pressed
churchmen to set up standards for church sites, site
areas, location, etc. Churchmen themselves, particularly those involved in the denominational expansion
programs, have also sought standards or measurement
sticks to help them assess their jobs. Consequently
considerable interest in church planning has been
generated both among city planners and church planners, resulting in joint conferences such as those which
are sponsored by the Church Planning Committee of
the American Institute of Planners and the American
Society of Planning Officials at their annual conventions.
More and more zoning ordinances are including
minimum standards for church sites. However, at
present, in most states, churches and religious buildings
are not mentioned in zoning enabling acts. The intent of the legislature is apparently that they be judged
and regulated as far as land use is concerned in the
same manner as other urban land uses are judged and
regulated.

Churches as Pressure Groups
Unfortunately, there has been a certain lack of selfdiscipline on the part of many churches in carrying
out the principle of religious freedom in their respective commumues. Too often churches have requested
exemptions from zoning requirements. The. granting
of such exemptions has resulted in overcrowding of
the streets with parking, congestion of main thoroughfares, and causing unwarranted nuisances and annoyances to nearby residential areas. Public officials are
not anxious to oppose the church in any way and relief
requests are usually granted. All who are concerned
with the grave responsibility of church building should
remember that city planning and zoning with respect
to the church must be self-enforced or it will not be
enforced at all in all probability.
In some cases churches have pressured boards of
zoning appeals to lift the very reasonable requirements
of the zoning ordinance for parking space provisions,
yard requirements, minimum building coverage of lot,
and others. When these zoning provisions are set aside
the result is usually deterioration..of the community at
large. Such boards have generally granted such variances with the thought in mind that they did not want
to be accused of interfering with so-called "freedom of
religion." In other cases where boards have had the
courage to withstand the pressure placed upon them
by the church and have denied the granting of such
variances, churches have even gone so far as to take
such cases to the courts.
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Fortunately, courts are beginning to consider more
and more that reasonable regulation of time and place on
churches are valid in the interest of the public and are
not an interference with the freedom of religion. Courts
have also decided that churches can produce noise and
congestion and traffic hazards which depreciate property values in surrounding neighborhoods just as any
other use which is guilty of producing such nuisances.
In this respect churches can and should be regulated.
However, there is growing evidence that more and
more churches are even using low-grade pressure tactics
to get special privileges and immunities which should
not be granted to other land uses, presumably in the
interest of furthering the "Kingdom." If the laws applicable to church planning are unreasonable, they
should be changed. In general, governmental agencies
hesitate to enforce the law on churches, therefore, the
church itself must scrupulously obey the law, if we wish
to insure the enforcement of the law. Unless the
the church assumes its responsibility in the community
in this respect, we will find more and more governmental agencies setting up development standards for
churches which would be unreasonable and would even
impair the location of churches which might wish to
locate in some areas and in other areas even prohibit
it completely. The church should be constantly alert
to the activities of the government with respect to the
establishment of standards affecting the physical plant
and should cooperate in every respect with the governmental agencies so that no area will be deprived of
one of its basic institutional organizations, namely the
church.
Again, as mentioned above, there has been a certain
lack of self-discipline on the part of churches in carrying out the principles of religious freedom. As Americans we believe in religious freedom for all - for ourselves and for those with whom we are not always in
agreement. However, no matter how we feel about
.religious freedom, we will not achieve religious liberty
in this increasingly complex society of ours unless we
plan for it. Lack of planning will unleash forces of
disorganization which will make freedom of choice
difficult if not impossible, and without freedom of
choice other aspects of freedom are, at best, only
secondary.
The problem of protecting religious freedom is no
different from that of democratic freedom as set forth
in the constitution of our government. To exercise
democratic freedom, we must also be willing to accept
responsibilities, and as the density of population in an
area increases our responsibilities increase with it and
our individual freedoms decrease. The same basic
principle applies to our family life, and if we want it to
be successful, we must accept our individual responsibilities to all within the family group.
As has been mentioned, Americans believe in religious freedom for all. This type of freedom of choice
ll

which we seek for all people of all faiths, denominations,
and creeds can best be provided through cooperative
planning designed to furnish all our individual neighborhoods, downtown and suburban areas with a variety
of types of churches and church facilities. Without
freedom of choice, large areas of urban society will be
left unchurched or underchurched.

Churches as Land Users
Lack of churches in suburbia is often blamed generally upon planners. However, churchmen also need
to give some thought as to whether they have done
their part. One fact is generally not recognized and
that is that the pattern of suburbia is primarily determined not by planners but by developers and home
builders. The recognition of this fact will help minimize the fears that some people have that the government is dictating the location and denomination of
churches in a newly developed area.
It is possible in a nation in which religious freedom
is important that the location and density of churches
could be worked out on a fairly objective and quasiscientific basis. However, in the United States, complete freedom of religion and lack of established state
religion makes it extremely difficult to say which
churches should come into a neighborhood and which
should stay out.
There is a limit as to the amount of land which can
be reserved for churches. It is uneconomical .for a developer to devote too large a percentage of his land to
churches, and the government obviously cannot buy and
reserve land for churches as long as separation of church
and state is maintained. At the same time, -it is also
uneconomical to hold land for churches indefinitely.
The developer must ask that the church site be built
on within a reasonable length of time or he reaches
the conclusion that the site is not needed for a church.
On the other hand, if there are too many churches
in a given area, the potential communicants are split
into such small groups that some, if not all, of the
congregations are unable to support a church. It is
the recognition of these problems that led to the development of what are known as Councils of Churches
or Federations of Churches. It is believed better for
churches and parishioners alike to have a few strong
and healthy congregations than many weak ones.

Competition or Cooperation
Just how big is the problem of churching the people
of the United States? Since World War II there has
been a notable increase in ' church membership throughout the nation. It is estimated that 65 per cent of the
population of the United States are members of a
church. The effect of this return in church affiliation
has been a corresponding boom in church construction.
Since the end of the war more than five billion dollars
have been spent on religious construction and some
12

church leaders estimate as much as seven billion dollars
more for the next decade.
Economic reports say that in ten years from now we
won't be able to collect enough money to pay for our
church needs. Some prominent Protestant groups have
already exhausted their capital for new church development and others will soon follow. In view of this fact,
why should churches indulge in competition in the the
location of new churches in the growing communi~ies
of our nation when cooperation is in order?
The time is coming when social and church institutions must pool their resources if they wish to adequately church the ever increasing population of America.
The population of the United States is increasing at a
rate of three million per year. To adequately church
three million people more than two thousand churches
should be built each year. It is doubtful whether all
the financial resources of all of the churches in America
are sufficient to meet this challenge. Add to the increase of two thousand churches per year to accomodate
population growth the number of churches that must
be expanded to meet the requirer:nents of additional
membership and programs and the number that must
be rebuilt because of obsolescence.
As can be expected city planners and church planners
alike are becoming deeply concerned about the lack of
sound planning programs and standards applied to
many churGh planning projects today. The planning
of communities and the churching of the people on
an informal basis by catch-as-catch-can methods, as so
often has been done in the past, is not going to do the
job in the future. Professional attention to the planning job of the church and the community demands
_stern facing of facts, and an analysis of trends which
guide our growth and development, and coordinated
action. Failure in this respect will produce the outward evidence with which we are all familiar - wasted
real estate, derelict church buildings, falling property
values, and ultimately the relentless advance of fullscale city and rural slums, representing physical, spiritua-l and social decay.
The combined powers of private and public enterprise are being unleashed today as never before to accomplish the construction of entire new cities in the
open country, and the reconstruction of thousands of
worn-out blocks in our older cities. Certainly we can
profit by seeing what is going on around us and doing
likewise. However, despite the increasing number of
church buildings, both the growing suburbs and the
dying slums are largely unserved by churches.
Techniques of community research and survey are
well established tools of government and industry in
planning for new community growth. It is time that
more and more churches and denominational groups
begin to see that they, too, need objective measures and
scientific studies in order to realize their goal to serve
the total community and the total society.
THE
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It is time also that Protestant churches in particular
begin to cooperate with e~ch other in the use of techniques of community research and survey which will be
of benefit to all concerned. As has been mentioned,
it was the recognition of the fact that these problems
are mutual problems that led to the development of
Councils of Churches or Federations of Churches and
also to what are often known as "comity agreements."
The allocation of church sites on a comity agreement
poses some difficult questions. The basic assumption
of comity agreement is that there is a great deal of
"interchangeability" among Protestant churches. There
is no doubt that some degree of similarity exists, but
there are strong reasons to believe that it is not as
common as some churchmen wish.
It is even said that Councils of Churches are gaining
such monopoly control in parts of the country that the
church that is not cooperating with the Council finds
~he door clcsed in its face.
This is undoubtedly true
m some cases; however, planners are becoming more
and more aware of the great diversity that exists
among the Protestant churches of America, and are
attempting to work out methods by which the many
Protestant bodies can find church sites which will
not be in conflict but in harmony with the best interest
of churching the total community.
Even though comity agreements may work out the
methods by which the many Protestant bodies will
respect each other's parish boundaries, there will stni
be_ the problem of persuading the developers to set
as1de church sites, particularly w!1en dev~lopmeln sites
are small, since the developer is reluctant to pick out
any one of the Protestant denominations to use one
speci~ic site. At the same time it is quite difficult for
certam Protestant groups to reconcile themselves to
working together with the strict rules and regulations
of any Federation of Churches.
In the final analysis the churches themselves are
responsible for church planning, and the indtvidual denominations must become aggressive and
cooperate not only with the city planners but also with
the church planners of other denominations in order
to adequately church the total community and the
total society of tomorrow.
b~s~cally

Smoke Signal from a Mountaintop
My plea was heard. I send Thee thanks
Blown Heavenward in laughter,
And exclamation point of joy
Thereafter.
BILLIE

if.

ANDERSON

letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
I thought that our readers might be interested in a
true-life story that I picked up last week at the circuit
meeting in Alph River Junction.
There was this guy in New Baghdad who had had
all kinds of bad luck. His kids were always sick, his
business was on the rocks, his wife lost her job, and
t~e · Government was on him for underpayment of
three years' taxes. For a long time he couldn't figure
what he had done to bring down all of this bad luck
.
0.
on h1m. Then he got to thinking that maybe he wasn't
getting because he wasn't giving. So he decided to
improve his stewardship.
What he did was set aside ten percent of his income
after taxes, interest, depreciation, and bad debts and
out of this amount he pledged to contribute to the
church at the end of each month whatever was left
over after deducting for misfortunes that might be
called "Acts of God," such as sickness and accidents
and etc. He figured that this way he could honestly
say that the money was there to be given if the Lord
wanted him to give it. Maybe in the back of his mind
he figured that this was a way to break the run of
bad luck, too. I can't say about that, but he called
this arrangement his "bargain with God" and he
thought that he really had something.
Well, what happened was that he came down with
a case of ulcers, his wife had to have all of her teeth out,
his kids got measles one week and mumps two weeks
later, his business went from bad to worse, and the
Government found another year when he had underpaid his taxes. So he not only had nothing left over
to contribute. He actually was worse off than he had
been when he made his pledge.
I'm going to write up this fellow's experiences in the
next issue of The Sp1·eader because it seems to me to
point up ~he importance of faith. This guy thought
~hat blessmgs come automatically from tithing and
forgot that what it really takes is faith. "Whatsoever
ye ask believing ye shall receive," the Good Book says.
And this guy just didn't believe hard enough.
Regards,
G.G.
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From the Chapel

Guests for the Wedding
A MEDITATION UPON ST. MATTHEW 22:1-14
By A. R. KRETZMANN
Pastor, The Evangelical Lutheran Chw·ch of St. Luke
Chicago, Illinois
There is joy where people know what fulfillment
means. Old time prophets, looking at our age, talked
about people with clean hearts and at peace with God.
Then their words became like music and their hearers
saw mighty pictures against the sky. "Then," says the
One, "will I pour out my Spirit upon all flesh and
your sons and daughters shall prophesy." (Joel 2:28).
Another breaks through with the voice of the angels,
"Sing, 0 heavens, and be joyful, 0 earth, and break
forth into singing, 0 mountains; for the Lord hath
comforted His people." (Isaiah 49: 13).
And then Christ came! And where He went there
was light, and healing, and truth, and wisdom . When
the people who lived in that "acceptable year of the
Lord" came to talk about Him, it was always in ter~s
of love, and good, and peace.
Have you listened to people lately? Do you really
believe that Christianity is something unfriendly, and
isolationist, and spirit-less? Could it be that and still
have "Invitation" written in every line and gesture?
The shadows lie deep across the whole world, but
our faith is like a mighty jubilant invitation, like angels
singing in the Christmas night, or like the glory of the
Resurrection's sun in Joseph's garden - like the invitation to this great wedding feast.
Four things to know about the wedding of the Prince
- about the invitation - about unworthy guests and
their burned up city - the Word of God sounding in
the highways and byways and the tables being full and, finally, the old man in the ragged suit.

"The Kingdom of Heaven is like a king." You know
about that king, rich and mighty, with all the caves of
the earth filled with His gold and silver and precious
stones - all the houses and palaces of the earth are His
- great halls in which to celebrate; great churches in
which to sing. He comes inviting!
Everything belongs to Him. All the vineyards on
their sunny hills, the wheat fields, and the pastures over
all the earth. The uni~erse is His palace, and who
knows what lies beyond it in the land of new suns, and
stars, and endless space. And Jesus is the King's Son!
His way through Galilee was a way of peace and blessing. The blind looked up to see the sun - the lepers
saw their flesh restored - the clear dead returned to
14

the arms of their loved ones - and the poor had the
gospel preached unto them. It was a great time to be
alive. "The Kingdom of Heaven is like a king."
We do not know too much about the King who
invites. His wagons roll on the clouds, and thunder
and lightnings become the whips in His hands. We
see His sun ruling the day. He gives us seed time,
and harvest, and children, and growth, and trials, and
death. He gives His law - He gives His Son. That
much we know about the King.
But look how well we know His Son. His name
means "God helps us." He came to heal that which was
sick and sore. We know Him in His love for the poor
and the outcasts whom all regarded as untouchable.
We know Him in the blazing zeal of His sermons as
He pulled one soul after the other out of sin and sorrow. We know Him as He defended His office before
the judges of the earth. And yet He came like a
breath of spring - angels His messengers, love in His
eyes - a benediction in His words - "Come unto Me."
He it is who invites us - "Come to the marriage."
We have heard it these many times and our blessed
office as His heralds is to repeat the message to you.
"Come for all things are now ready." This invitation
I bring in my hands.

II
"But those who are invited were not good enough
for it." When they were young, it did not suit them,
they were not ready for it. In the miclclle years, they
had no time, and as they came to old age, they were
sure that death was far away. They did not come!
They did not want to come. They never really
thought about it. Why should they come to the marriage? They were bowed clown with their work, dodging the cruel blows of fate - they lived in a charnelhouse but they did not know how poor they were.
They do not want to come. They ask, "How long
ago is it since the carpenter's son lived in Galilee?" and the others, "He did not fare too well, He was always
poor and tortured, what can He give a man?" - and
another, "This is all fine talk about faith and hope and
love and about a Son of God and the Love of God.
There is nothing tangible that you can get hold of."
They became harder and harder. Like the pounded
pavement there was no growth of love, or faith, or
hope, or courage, or a clean heart.
THE
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Despising leads to acts of hate. They finally kill the
inviters. The armies do· not come out to strike them
down and burn their cities for the meanness of their
deed. But here come their foes! The worries and the
burdens of this life, the frustration with their children,
the daily grind, like the endless dry desert around them.
And they are broken by it. You see them all around
you. Their life is a bitterness and all you have for them
is tears. They despise the invitation, "Come."

Ill
That is how the Word of God got onto the street
corners. A strange company for the halls of the king.
The lame and the halt, the tramps, the seedy men and
seedier women, wayfarers all. And young people who
had never been to a wedding before. And children
with their shining eyes. Here is something for the
greatest artist. "And the hall became filled."
This is a glorious thing in our day. We talk so much
about people leaving the church and forgetting God people who are still laying their cold brick in the tower
of fools in the world without God. Let them believe
what they will! Let them build as they will! All we
can do is invite - issue the invitation to all the people
and the tables will be full.
There are no people without faith! Everyone believes something although what some believe is complete folly. All those who know that they carry eternity in their soul - who know that this was so important that the Son of God came to save us and bring
us home to heaven - join the inviters, the heralds, at
the street corners.
The peq,ple of God are a colorful lot. The servants
. collected together all those whom they found, bad and
good alike. There is Murphy, the village drunk, and
Dr. Hybinder, the philosophy Prof. There is Mary,
the quiet listener at Jesus' feet, and a Magdalene,
drenched in Chane! No. 5. But once they are inside
they become the true wedding guests. The inviters
greet them all - admonish, plead, baptize, commune

and visit them.
time.

The tables get more crowded all the

IV
As the guests went in they washed their hands and feet
and face according to the custom of the East- they then
received a clean white gown and sat clown at the tables.
But we saw one like the prodigal come home - filthy
and ragged, inside and out. He was quite comfortable
in his filth and unimpressed by other's new cleanness.
What made him so blunt, so insensitive? Had he come
from the cellars of the wine merchant to sit bleary-eyed
among the clean, or had he been so long dirty that it
made no difference to him that he was unkempt and
filthy in a place where there was a chance for cleanness
and a new garment and the best that the King could
give?
Whenever you think of that scene and the eyes of the
King on this dirty wretch, I hope you will see eyes like
those of our Lord as He looked at Jerusalem, and wept
over the chances that she had cast aside.
Never forget - Christianity must be Christian living.
What good is the buried treasure in the field or the
pearl deep clown in the sea? Christianity has the power to give your soul the royal robe. For this Christ
came. So long ago, when we were very small, this was
a very big prayer: "] esus, Thy Blood and Righteousness
My beauty are, my glorious dress."
(L.H. No. 371)
Look at yourself! No garment that you have is good
enough. Everywhere there are spots and stains. The
road is too rough and the way is too steep. To stand
before the King you need the wedding garment.
Because Christ wanted this for you and me, He died,
and since that time He calls by every way for us to come
and take the good, clean garments of His righteousness
and enter in and be a welcome guest.

RETORT
He ventured You
an imageless God
and light thrusts
·a fantasy
but the spangle
of a million stars is known
and the mirror life 1s
yet hurls reflections
au top tic.
Bon
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Contrast In Concept
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --

-

---8 y

The October sky in every big city is the same. The
undefined clouds are more like a mist. The first
fingers of the furnaces reach up with ghost-like touch
to feel the temperature over the roof tops and add their
haze to the dullness of the day. There are few leaves
to fall. Down in the deep canyons, the lights come
on a little sooner against the pre-winter dark. The
little edge on the wind gives warning of the bleakness
and the sad clays soon to come. Suddenly, the coats
of many colors have appearecl ·and you can almost hear
them say, "We bend, unwilling, to the cold dying of
another year, and pay our homage at the chillness of
his grave."
This is the time for contrasts. What clay there is
seems all the brighter for the lengthening night. All
the cold things of earth, like stone, and glass, now seem
to have their special day.
The contrast works in buildings too. The brown,
black Church stands, beaten these many years by rain,
and wind, and snow, and salt spray, whirling high above
tall towers to lay its pitting hand on carving, and on
joint, on tombstone, and on door. The windows take
the dullness of the walls into themselves and rust
against the sun so rarely seen down in the canyons of
the rich.
Defiant is the word - for it will be seen. Defiantly
the spire makes its own line against the smoky sky. It
hardly tells of all the light and warmth and peace these
walls have held for millions in these two hundred years
or more. On walls, and roof, and every ledge, the city
still continues on its daily exercise of soiling, wearing,
marring, scarring all the fabric into dullness and a lack
of light. It is as though the faith for which this stands
has faded hopelessly - as though a love grown old
and understanding through the years stands suddenly
alone amid new beauties and new loves that fully take
its place but never give its peace.
The other temple tells of money and the light and joy
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it brings. It tells of gold and commerce reaching into
all the world. It tells of other "priests" who chant the
averages of stocks at close of day and make great
choruses arise from automatic counters and the calculators of their wealth. A new religion is revealed as
these great piles reach up for light and answer to the
darkening sky.
The best there is in man has always built the best
for what he loves the most. There was a time when
God and Christ and Church and love were all the highest goals and gifts of men. Sometimes this showed itself in what man built. The lofty vaults of giant
churches and their towering spires gave evidence that
God still had the first place in man 's life. Then came
the different age of "gold." Not faith in God but faith
in man, not faith in good but faith in gold became the
daily creed. Like mountain cliffs that dared and
challenged soul and strength of man and dashed him
to his death, these new heights of shining rock and
steel so straight and dangerous destroyed so many men.
How could it be that man could think himself, his wife,
his children, and his home, so small and dwarfed beneath these cliffs of commerce and of sales, as worthy
of his first great loyalty and love? The test of size
was most familiar and the small one lost. The Big One
won.
Sometime the contrast must be read aright. Not
what is big but what is right is good. Not what is gold
and riches is the best, but what is love and God in
Christ for man, that is the best. Against the contrast
in the sky we still remember His good words, "For as
the heaven is high above the earth, so great is His
mercy toward them that fear Him." Above the highest of the high there still abides the All-Highest. This
is not some faint distant hope that will be vindicated
in a ba~tle sharp, decisive, long. This is the battle
which Christ won. This is the thing that He has made
forever safe on Calvary and through the open grave.
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The Music Roo m

From Luther to Moussorgsky
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y

vMartin Luther is dead and buried," someone said
the other day. "Why rattle his dry bones?"
But is it ever a rattling of dry bones to study the
works bequeathed to us by a great master, no matter
how long ago that great master may have "shuffled off
this mortal coil?" Is it a rattling of dry bones to
cherish the legacies left by William Shakespeare, for
example, by Leonardo cia Vinci, by Plato, by Homer,
or by Heinrich Schuetz?
.
Luther is not a dead issue. He was, and still is, a
man for the ages.
If books betray the characteristics of those who wrote
them - and who will be rash enough to deny that they
.do? - then Luther's books reveal the characteristics of
Luther. Among many other things, the Reformer's
writings show us a man endowed with an amazingly
agile mind - a man who could h ave risen to impressive
heights in numerous fields of mental activity.
What about Luther and music? Do you consider
the Reformer a great composer? Some do. But not
even as important an authority as Carl von Winterfeld (1784-1852), who rediscovered the mighty Heinrich
Schuetz, can give conclusive proof that the three chorale
melodies he ascribes to Luther were actually composed
by the Reformer. Does this matter? It does not. One
does not honor the Reformer by attributing to him
more than he really accomplished.
Could Luther have become a great composer if he
had devoted his life primarily to music? My own
answer is yes.
Luther valued the tonal art highly. Besides, he knew
a great deal about it. He could have plied the pen of
a music critic with unusual competence. Passages in
his writings show that he had the ability to discuss
and to evaluate properly the wonderfully expressive
polyphonic compositions that flowered in the Netherlands during the fifteenth century. This is far more
than many modern writers on music are able to do.
"Music," said Luther in his commentary on one of
the Psalms, "has the natural power of stimulating and
arousing the souls of men." On another occasion he
declared: "Music is God's greatest gift. It has often
so stimulated and stirred me that I felt the desire to
preach."
Had Luther become a composer, he would, in all
probability, not have written works like the intrica te
fugues of Johann Sebastian Bach or the painstakingly
constructed symphonies of Ludwig van Beethoven. The
Reformer, you see, had no natural bent for systema ti18
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zation. Although he wrote hpndreds of books, pamphlets, articles, and letters, he did not compile a comprehensive and systematically arranged treatise on the
teachings he proclaimed and defended.
It seems entirely safe to assume that if circumstances
had led Luther into the field of composing, his works
would have had the freedom of form characteristic of
fantasias, rhapsodies, chorale preludes, or symphonic
poems. Furthermore, he would, in all likelihood, have
become a great trail blazer. He had what Heinrich
Boehmer calls an "enormous facility in the production
of ideas." The vastness of his learning and the amazing fluency with which words and aptly chosen illustrations flowed from his prolific pen made him a great
writer. Had he applied the same skill to the art of
creating musi c, he would have made a name for himself as a great composer.
But even though this did not happen, music owes
Luther more than anyone will ever be able to tell.
What he did for the German language exercised a
profound and lasting influen ce on the subsequent development of the tonal art. And this influence was by no
means confined to composers of Germanic stock. It
reached out even into Slavic lands.
Are you familiar with the bitingly ironical song
which is sung by a flea in Johann Wolfgang Goethe's
Faus t? And do you know ~fodest Moussorgsky's wonderfully vivid setting of this song? Well , without
Luther, Goethe would be unthinkable, and without
Goethe, Moussorgsky's Th e Song of the Flea, a classic
in the true sense of the word, would not have come into
being.
Let me mention another example. I could give many
more. Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's poignant setting of
Goethe's Nur wer die Sehnsucht k ennt (Non e But the
Lonely H eart) is a masterpiece. Just as Luther paved
the way for the language used by Goethe, so Tchaikovsky's Nur w'er die Sehnsucht hennt is traceable to the
influence of Luther. Disprove this - if you can.

Some Recent Recordings
PETER ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY. Symphony No . 6, in B
Minor, Op. 74 (Pathetique) . The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
under Fritz Reiner. Another exemplification of Reiner's amazing
mastery of the technical aspects of conducting.
A stirring
r eading (RCA Victor ) . - FELIX MENDELSSOHN. Sym phon y
No . 4, in A Major, Op . 90 (It alian ) and Symphony No . 5, in
D Minor, Op . 107 ( R eformati o·n ). The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Charles Mun ch. Unusually incisive performances. Also
available in RCA Vi ctor's Living Stere-o r ecording (RCA Victor).
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH
RELIGION
NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN ENGLISH
By

J.

B. Phillips (Macmillan)

Just a little over ten years ago, the Christian world was surprised and delighted by
the publication of a little book called Letters
to Young Churches. In the decade since its
publication, this little book, a translation of
the New Testament Epistles, has sold more
than a million copies and is still going
strong. Meanwhile the translator, Mr. J . B.
Phillips, has brought out translations of additional portions of the New Testament:
The Gospels (1953); The Young Church
in Action a translation of the Book of Acts
(1955); 'and The Book oi Revelation
( 195 7) . These four separate jobs of translation are now brought together in this newest version of the NBw Testament.
This reviewer is not alone in thinking that
the Phillips translations are perhaps the
most useful translations we have 9f the New
Testament. Notice that the word is "us e~
ful." Mr. Phillips got into the translating
business by a side door, so to speak. His
background is impressively scholarly (M .A.,
Cambridge, honors in Classics and English
Tripos) but he started translating the Pauline Epistles because he found that the young
poople in the rather blighted section of London which he served during the War didn 't
get much out of the Authorized Version's
rendering of Paul's letters. In his own translations, therefore, Mr. Phillips has been primarily interested in "ge,tting through" to his
readers, in getting the spirit and the content
of the Greek text across to them, without
binding himself slavishly to a literal translation of the Greek text. ThB Phillips translations are, therefore, useful working translations rather than precise, word-for-word
translations.
How well he has ~ucceeded in capturing
the meaning and spirit of the New Testament is indicated by the remarkable acceptance which his translations have enjoyed at
every point along the theological spectrum.
Fundamentalists and liberals have been as
fulsome in their praise of the translations as
more orthodox Christians have been. Perhaps the reason for this is Mr. Phillips' evident integrity, both as a Christian and as a
scholar. For he has not used the New T estament as an emery wheel on which to grind
some private theological ax. His concern,
quite obviously, has been to Jet the GreekspBaking writers have their say, whatever it
was they were saying or apparently trying o
say, and then to tell us, in modern idiomatic
English, what these writers had on their
mind.s.
The result of this attempt to speak in the
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idiom of our own day is a New Testament
which is lively, intelligible, and remarkably
powerful. Take, for instance, the exchange
between Paul and Festus (Acts 26 : 24, 25):
While he was thus defending himself
Festus burst out,
"You are raving, Paul! All your
learning has driven you mad!"
But Paul r e.plied,
"I am not mad, Your Excellency. I
speak nothing but the sober truth. The
king knows of these matters, and I can
speak freely before him. I cannot believe that any of these matters has es·caped his notice, for it has been no
hole-and-corner business. · King Agrippa, do you believe the prophets? But
I know that you believe them."
"Much more of this, Paul," returned
Agrippa, "a nd you will be making me
a Christian! "
"Ah," replied Paul, "whether it
m eans 'much more' or 'only a little,' I
would to God that you and all who can
hear me this day might stand where I
stand -- but without these chains!"
So excellent is the quality of the translation that one hesitates to mention the one
very minor point on which it might be criticized, p articularly since this point involves a
highly subje ctive reaction on the part of the
reviewer. But we have noticed, after periods of prolonged reading of the Phillips
translations, a subtle shifting of the scene in
the back of our mind as we rBad. Jerusalem fades away, and the Mediterranean
world and we find ourself in Devon, listening w'ith rapt attention to a St. Paul who
might be (as is Mr. Phillips) the canon prebendary of a cathedral. It is probably inevitable that a one-man translating job will
bear the stamp of the one man who did the
translating but Mr. Phillips would undoubtedly be the first to object if, having liberated
Twentieth Century Christians from the notion that our Lord spoke in the mellifluous
phrases of Elizabethan English, he should
now deliver us up to the equally outrageous
notion that our Lord spoke like a Cantabrigian M .A.
But enough of this caviling. Mr. Phillips
has put English-speaking Christianity deeply into his debt. His New Testament should
become the standard version for use in the
home, in Bible classes, and in schools -- wherever the New Testament is meant for study
as the Word of the living, contemporary
God.

THE SERMONS OF JOHN DONNE
Selected and introduced by Theodore A.
Gill (Meridian: Living Age Books No.
17, $1.35)
Both publisher and editor deserve praise

for inexpensively reproducing this intellectual-spiritual fare in paperbound form. The
peak of the DonnBana vogue has long ago
been reached, but poet-preacher John Do~
ne's effective message is as fresh today as lt
was in his own 17th Century in England.
Editor Gill, prickly Presbyterian, has recently left the field of religious publication
(Managing Editor of The Christian Century
magazine) for a new job as President of San
Francisco Theological Seminary. The analyses he here makes of Donne - the man, his
literary style, and his sermonizing technique ·
- fortunately come closer to good journalism
than to poor hero-worship or history. Also,
his textual modernizations avowedly are n ever meant to make Dean Donne look better
than he is.
Each of the 9 representative sermons is
prefaced by a brief and helpful commentary. The introductory or theme essay, however, is needlessly 'l ong ( almost as tiresome
as are Donne's lesser-known homiletical
writings), principally because of Gill's fondness for theological jargon; e. g. today's
christocentrism, kerygmatic ministry, ecumenical preaching, theology not all viable.
The few sermons here presented are characteristically Scripture-based, strongly and
personally confessional in tone, and beautifully Christian in essence. Themes range
from Christmas-Easter festival occasions to
a wedding, a funeral, and a thanksgiving after plague, plus several meditations on the
fascination of death. Worth special mention is the complete "hieroglyphics of God"
circle-cycle sermon on the attribute of mercy; by coincidence, another 1958 book I
recently read, The White Witch by Elizabeth Goudge, quotes extensively therefrom.
Anyone can quibble about restricted choices
in an anthology (my edition of Donne's
Prayers has the same dilemma); yet, the
metaphysical charm of Donne's printed rhetoric should be better emphasized. And it
could be had Editor Gill not been so closely
bound t~ the as yet incomplete, 10-volume
Simpson-Potter edition! The passing of 3
centuries has not destroyed the original fol~o
editions of this portion of Donne's writings,
labelled by scholars LX X X Sermons.( 1640),
Fifty Sermons ( 1649·), and XXVI Sermon5
(1660).
In this simplified edition typographic errors include "DeQuincy" for DeQuincey
(p. 7) and "accidently" for accidentally
(p.88).
HERBERT UMBACH

GENERAL
NO MORE WAR
By Linus Pauling (Wodd, Mead and Co.,
$3.50)
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This is a timely book of the most pressing
urgency, dealing with the choice we men
must make between the life or death of humankind. The author, Nobel prizewinner in
Chemistry for 1954, is of the highest competence to judge the effects of the atomic
weapons now in existence. But he believes
that man still has it in him, as a rational
and moral being, to devise ways to settle
international differences without war. The
power to make governments abandon their
suicidal policy of deterrance by te·rror resides in the people but the people have not
yet grasped the implications of the weapons
now in existence, partly because. these implications are so stupendous and partly because
there has been a policy to obscure them by
misleading reassurances. At last some dedicated moo have arisen who are doing all in
their power to bring us the realization of the
annihilation not far from us unless · we end
war. Pauling is one of these. H e goes further and outlines the framework of a World
Peace R esearch Organization which would
work uninterruptedly on the problem of preserving peace as many organizations work :>.t
present on the military problem.
The first step away from the b~ink of destruction is to ban nuclear bomb tests. The•re
are consequently six of the ten chapters devoted to ( 1 ) the nature of radioactive
weapons and (2) the effect of fallout on
human h ealth and heredity.
( 1 ) Conside·ring the number of bombs
now in existence and the speed with which
they can be delivered, we must conclude
that these weapons must never be used.
(2) But what about the test explosions
which have been already carried out? Dr.
Pauling says (p. 108 ), "At the present time
there is nobody in th e world that can deny
that the lives of 100,000 people now living
are sacrificed by each bomb test or series of
bomb tests in which the fission products of
10 megaton equivalent of fission are released into the atmosphere. In addition -It may well be that significant damage is
done to 100,000 individual human beings in
future generations by the fallout radioactivity from one superbomb with 10 megatons
equivalent of fission." This is the average
yearly rate for the past few years (p. 103).
Whether this is or is not negligible depends
on whether you deal in abstractions or consider the agony to the parents of one defective child.
Dr. Pauling devotes a chapter to the appeals for peace made by scientists since the
menace of the new weapons first became
apparent. Amrine's interview with Einstein
from the New York Times Maga<;ine, June
26, 1946, and Schwe-i tzer's Declaration of
Conscience, printed in The Saturday Review, May 18, 1957, are given as appendices. The text and some of the .signatures of
the petition presented to the United Nations
Jan. 15, 1958, by Dr. Pauling himself are
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given in Chapter 8, with an account of its
origin and reception. This petition has now
been signed by 11,021 scientists representing
49 countries and including 37 Nobel Laureates.
No More War is written in the restrained
language of the scientist but reflects the
man's deep devotion to the ljuman race.
Those reading it will join hirrl in the demand to their governments, "The time has
now come for morality to take its proper
place in the conduct of world affairs; the
time has now come for the nations of the
world to submit to the just regulation of
their conduct by international law." (p.
209)
GORDON H. GRAVES

THE NEGRO QUESTION:
A Selection
of Writings on Civil Rights in the South

By George Washington Cable. Edited by
Arlin Turner (D oubleday, $3.95. Also
published in Anchor edition, 95 cents)
George Washi ngton Cable, surely one of
the great-::st novelists which the American
South has produced, was born in New Orleans of slave-holding parents and fought
in the Civil War with conviction and distinction. But during the dark years of R e. construction Cable began to rethink and revise inherited attitudes, with the result that
by the 1870's he was profoundly convinced
that "the Ne·gro question" was the greatest
social problem before the American people
and that its only solution lay in extension of
complete civil equality to the Freedman.
This book is a selection from his writings on
civil rights in the South, all composed between 1875 and 1890, and offered to his
contemporaries in the hope that frank, intelligent, serious, and courteous discussion
would culminate in wise decisions. In this
hope Cable was sadly disappointed.
As
Harry Ashmore of Little Rock's Arkansas
Ga;:ette has observed: "The tragedy is that
the glandular arguments that were used to
shout Cable down are still used these three
generations later."
Cable was no " liberal." He felt that nationalization of separate races by "fusion of
bloods" was "the maxim of barbarous times
and people." He believed, with almost everyone else of his own day, that the average
level of intelligence and ability among the
Negroes was less than among Caucasians.
But he could not see that this in any way
qualified the strength of the case for complete extension of civil rights to Negroes.
The important distinction which Cable
makes in almost every one of these essays
and which the South still refuses to make
is that between civil equality and social
equality. All the relations of life which go
by personal choice are social relations. All
that go by impersonal right are civil relations. The latter is just as much a matter
of right as the former is a matter of choice.
Laws exist to protect civil rights, but Jaws

do not and cannot declare some social privilege to be a civil right. The assumed inferiority of the Negro, far from being an argument for abridging his civil rights, is rather the strongest argument against doing so,
lest millions of people handicapped by birth
be compelled to bear an additional and
wholly arbitrary burden.
Civil equality simply does not lead to social equality. If the races must be kept
from "social intermingling" because of their
vast dissimilarities, these very dissimilarities
are sufficient to pre·vent th:at which is
dreaded. No law conferring equal rights of
citizenship can force men to substitute for
th eir own tastes and preferences some other
arbiter, abstract or legal, in e·stablishing social relationships.
It seems to this reviewer that if you once
grant Cable's assumptions, his conclusions
are :absolutely unassailable. But the significant feature of all this is that his assumptions are the assumptions of the South, assumptions which have not changed substantially from his day to ours.
It's a safe bet that this book, written for
Southerners by a Southerner and edited by
another Southerner, will not be read in the
South. The book is much too convincing.
And it is this which makes the case for federal intervention so strong. When reason is
barred from serving, force is the only weapon left.
"Their prayer," Cable observes, "is not so
much that our steps may be logi cal as geological." To which Cable's quotation from
Bacon may be adjoi ned: "A stubborn retention of customs is a turbulent thing, no
less than the introduction of new."
PAUL
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SOURCES OF JAPANESE TRADITION

By Tsunoda, de Bary, and K eene (Columbia, $7.50)
It is not often that one can become thoroughly and genuinely excited about a reference book, nor is it often that a scholarly
compendium of translations and commentary proves delightful music to the hard ears
of a layman. But here at last in one volume
are, as Professor de Bary writes in the Preface, "source readings that tell us what the
Japanese have thought about themselves, the
world they lived in, and the problem~ they
fa ced living together."
There is no pretense made at comple·teness; nevertheless, there is certaindy no other
single volume in English which offers primary source material and explication covering such a broad spectrum of Japan's tradition. Excellent translations are accompanied
by scintillating commentary, as readable and
perspicacious as it is instructive. This is not
a dull, scholarly tome but an enlightening,
vibrant journey through the source of Japanese tradition. Ntwer before have so many
important documents -- some newly, some
THE
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previously translated -- been available in one
source to those who cannot handle classical
or modern Japanese.
If you are intere&ted in the development
of Shinto; an excellent index- reveals numerous selections from ancient chronicles, legends and imperial edicts, as well as translations showing the Shinto reaction to Buddhism, its revival, its role during the Restoration, its function in -the militaristic movement. Buddhism is as expertly covered, and
Zen is explored not only as a part of Buddhism but as a dynamic influence in Japanese aesthetics and philosophy. The influence of Confucianism -- especially the role
of Chu Hsi's nco-confucianism in shaping
the atmosphere of the Tokugawa Shogunate
(1600-1867) --is treated adequately enough
to help Occidentals understand Japan's reaction to Western imperialism, her reverence
for the Emperor, and her militarism. Christianity is represented, too, and there is a
fascinating selection from Uchimura Kanzo,
offering some insight into his non-church
idea and his passionate plea for Japanese
8hris~ianity.

If, on the other hand, your interest is in
the development of Japanese poetry, there
is an excellent commentary on the haiku's
contribution to world literature, as well as
translations of numerous poems and of conversations with Basho, master of the haiku.
Or, if you are concerned with politics, you
might hear the architect of Japan's first
constitution ( 1889), Ito Hirobumi, tell
about his role in developing that document.
Itagaki Taisuke, one of the political leade,rs
of Meiji Japan, gives us his thoughts on liberty: thoughts that will surprise any Westerner with their eloquence and democracy.
On the side of militarism, you might find
Yamagata Aritomo - rabid militarist, bitter
enemy of political parties and opponent of
Ito, liberalism, e-tc. - revealed as a champion
of local self-rule. There are surprises everywhere. This is, of cour~e, only a sampling.
There is no important aspect of the Japanese tradition upon which this volume does
not shed light.
It must be understood that the burden of
demonstrating the Japanese tradition is laid
on writings of Japanese leaders in their
fields; the commentary fitting these selections into the theme of the book is always
lucid, relevant, and extremely helpful, but it
is the Japanese themselves who speak as the
sources of Japan's tradition.
No library should be without at least one
copy of Sources of the Japanese Tradition.
Here, too, is that long awaited reference for
the reserve shelves of high school or college
courses on world civilizations, comparative
religions, humanitie-s, and the like. With
the exception, perhaps, of Reischaue,r's
Japan: Past and Present, there is no better
investment in authoritative, pleasant to read,
and instructive material on J apan. This is
as true for the professor who is not a Far
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Eastern expert, or for the universi.ty sophomore, as it is for the housewife merely interested in a more mature understanding of a
noble tradition.
The bibliography of primary sources
might have· been made more helpful to readers who desire to investigate secondary
sources in English by being expanded to include other material that parallels the content of this volume. Nevertheless, here is
a work capable of paring away a considerable amount of the ponderous ignorance
about Japan which exists e~cn at the university level. With the advent of similar
volume& dealing with sources of the Chinese
and Indian traditions, there is even room
for hope that our diplomats might be inspired to an intelligent Far Eastern policy
based upon knowledge instead of wishful
thinking.
Columbia deserves sincere congratulations
for this contribution to understanding in an
ama containing almost half the human race,
but an area which, one is ashamed to admit,
has been largely ignored by all but a few
East Asian experts and enthusiasts.
RoBERT EPP

THE PASSIONATE EXILES: MADAME
DE STAEL AND MADAME' RECAMIER
By Maurice Levaillant; translated from
the French by Malcolm Barnes (Farrar,
Straus and Cudahy, $4.75)
The author of this dual biography is careful to explain that his work is not intended
to be erudite, but rather "a story from literary history and a study in psychology." His
imaginative and sentimental treatment of his
material makes it obvious that Mr. Levaillant is writing what is meant to be a popular book. This is an exhaustive account of
the live·s and loves of Mme. Germaine de
Stael and Mme. 'Juliette Recamier, known
respectively as the foremost intellect and the
most desirable beauty of Europe at the time
of Napoleon. While I suppose it is true
that much of the material gleaned from
many heretofore unpublished documents and
letters would be- .o f value to a student of litcrary history or of the history of philosophy,
it is doubtful that an ordinary reader would
find much sympathy with or any inspiration
from the lives of these two famous women.
Mme. de Stael had a great deal of influence upon the thought of her timeo, and became throughout Europe "the living symbol of downtrodden liberty." But in Levaillant's work we find only a seemingly endless report of her affairs with numerous lovers. She appc·ars to be unreasonably possessive of her lovers, especially in the case of
Benjamin Constant, and to have only her
own happiness at heart. On the other hand,
Mme. Recamier, though married, remains a
virgin until the age of fifty-five, when she
becomes the mistress of Cha:teaubriand. She
appears to be vain and incapable of mature

love, constantly flirting and wishing to be
desired, only to reject her many ardent admirers. Although her praises are sung
throughout the book, it is difficuit to find
anything more admirable in her than an
ability to bear courageously the usual hardships of life. Howeve·r, it must be said that
her friendship for Mme. de Stael was constant and, in fact, eventually precipitate:!
her own exile by the Emperor. Even here,
though, Mr. Levaillant sugge~ts that through
this friendship, as well as through her relationship with Chateaubriand, Mme. Recamier hoped to gain some me-asure of Jillmortality.
ARLINE

PHIPPS

NINE MEN AGAlNST AMERICA
By Rosalie M. Gordon

(Devin Adair,
$3.00)
During the past decade some of the decisions of the Supreme Court again have
caused certain segments of the society to cry
out in anguish - among these, the Chicago
Tribune, William Jenne•r, and Rosalie Gordon, the author of this book. After adulation of the pre-Roosevelt court, Miss (or
Mrs.) Gordon attempts to show in one
breath what incompetents sit in the Supreme
Court chambers, and in the next how diabolically clevc·r they are in usurping power;
in twisting the meaning of the Constitution,
and in ·l eading us down the road to serfdom
in our economic, political and "so-called
'civil rights.' " All of this is in the context
of a couple of dozen cases, some history of
dubious accuracy, and a big helping of wild
speculation.
It is possible that the Supreme Court
bears a hard look, but it is certain that this
jaundiced glance of ,o ne so naive, ill-tempered and ill-informed is a monumental waste
of the publisher's money and the reader's
timo. If anything in this book had the ring
of truth, it has been flatted or completely
muffled by the guff in which the author has
buried it. The book is replete with contradictions, patent and latent; with ridiculous
innuendoes (two or three times we are told
that Earl Warren wore a chocolate brown
suit at the London meeting of the American
Bar Association, ergo, he is a poor Chief
Justice); and with wishful thinking in extremis - Justice Douglas "was ve'l'y nearly
impeached" for his action in the Rosenberg
case. Rubbish!
Douglas was never 'any
nearer impeachment than George Washington was. Her misinterpretations may be deliberate or the by-product of ignorance, but
in either case they would amuse a .econdyear law student; and her abysmal ignorance of constitutional Jaw and political history would appall him. It is indeed unfortunate- that the conservative position must
be expounded by such incompetents. The
same theme in the hands of an intelligent
and dispassionate author with some know!-
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edge of his subject matter could be deve-loped into a well-documented and accurate
discourse that could be interestins, informativo and perhaps salutary. But instead of
this, we are spraye-d with vitriol and given
another piece of evidence to sha•rpen the unanswered question: Why do so many of
these self-appointed guardians of "truth,
justice and the American way" so ofte-n resort to such questionable tactics in their advocacy? Rosalie Gordon is very much like
the petulant chi.Jd throwing a tantrum when
she can not have what she wants. She becomes irrational, irresponsible and irascible-,
and nobody really pays very much attention
to her.
SCIENCE AND HUMAN VALUES

By

J.

Bronowski (Julian Messner, $3.00)

Although a tiny volume, Science and Human Values is a stimulating and absorbing
exploration into the nature of creativity, the
moaning of scientific truth, the conditions
necessary for scientists to do their work and
their relationships with the society of all
mankind. The touch of the expert is obvious, nearly every statement containing its
own significant challenge.
The picturo Bronowski presents of the
right to dissent, freedom of thought and
speech, justice, honor, human dignity, and
se'lf-respect as evo.lving from the very nature
of the work of the scientist is somewhat
idealized; ne.vertheless, the methods of the
scientist should help mankind in its attempts
to achieve such goa.!s for society.
In his discussion of truth, Bronowski presents in a lu cid and objective manner the
argument which has separated scientific
truth from revealed truth. As might be expected, he abandons revealed truth in favor
of scientific truth.
. .. .long before Aquinas wrote, Peter
Abelard had already challenged the
whole notion that the·re are concepts
which can only be felt by faith or authority. All truth, even the highest, is
accessible to test, -- by doubting, we are
·l ed to enquire, and by enquiry we perceive the- truth . . . We have the same
dissent from authority in the Reformamation, for in effect what Luther said
in 1517 was that we may appeal to a
demonstrable work of God, the Bible,
to override any established authority.
The Scientific R ovolution begins when
Copernicus put forward the bolder
proposition that there is another work
of God to which we may appeal even
beyond this: the great work oi nature.
The truth that is then defined as the
habit-to-experiences fact -- that is, that
which is borne out by experience -- is scientific truth and necessarily incomplete, for it
is relative, subject to constant attack and
change, and, as yet, it ·says nothing about
God nor, possibly, can it ever show the way
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to salvation. Revealed truth, absolute and
unchanging, cannot be ignored, but may be
supplemented by scientific truth to the extc·nt that the Bible does not give a detailed
and explicit picture of the universe. The
failure to perceive and understand the significance of revealed truth is as inexcusable
as the refusal to accept established scientific concepts of the universe.
THEODORE

C.

SCHWAN

THE INHABITED UNIVERSE

By Kenneth W. Gatland and Derek D.
D empster (David McKay, $3.95)

The Inhabited Universe would be recommended re·ading for the layman interested in
the current scientific concepts of the origin
and nature of the universe if the authors
had not allowed their thoroughly anti.• Christian prejudice to affect not only their attitude toward rcvc·aled truth and religion in
general, but also their ready acceptance of
the least-substantiated scientific theories.
This prejudice is so complete -- and so ridiculous -- that their argume'lts against contradicting re-ligious dogma lose most of their
force. As a result the contrived contradiction between reJigion and sci!fuce is magnified.
This book is a direct violation of the
methods ascribed to scientists in Bronowski's
Science and Human Values. Instead of
honoring the· right to dissent for all men on
all subjects, it would appear that only revealed truth is subject to question, whereaS
anything uttered in the name of science
must be accepted as ultimate truth. Here-,
homage to the sacred cow is carried to extremes.
This attitude on the part of the authors
is highly unfortunate since there is a need
for an understandable presentation of current scientific concepts of the universe; but
such a discussion must be completely devoid
of prejudice and predilection to effectively
present the scientific position.
Jf this unscientific approach of the authors can be ignored -- or at least overlooked -- The Inhabited Universe does set
forth the scientific picture- of the universe
in a manner that should be largely comprehensible to the layman. If not scientists,
the authors are good reporters. The concepts of curved space, multi-dimensions, and
others remain difficult to grasp. The book
is amply illustrated with some exceedingly
excellent photographs and drawings.
THEODORE

C.

ScHWAN

THE LONG MARCH

By Simone de Beauvoir (World, $7.50)
The author of the famous novel, Les Mandarins, and the social analysis, The Second
Sex, turns hor attention to the disturbing
Far East in her new work, The LO'ng March.
In the Fall of 1955 the author went to
China via Eastern Europe at the invitation

of the Chinese government to "come and
see." The book she wrote· is an account of
her brief stay in China, her impressions of
the people, the cities, and the changes that
are occurring. However, The L<>ng March
is much more than a travelogue, for essentially it is a d efense and an apology of the
Communist regime in China. Besides giving
a favorable cast to current events and trends
in China it giv.es the reader many insights
ir'lto the culture, industry and political life
of the Chinese.
By repeated reference to the history of the
land and by a vivid familiarity with Chinese
literature the author broadens one-'s perspective and understanding of the giant of
the Far East. The de~<.ription of the cities
of China, especially the attractions of ancient Peking, stirs a traveller's inte·re.st and
awakens memories for "old China hands."
The role of religion in contemporary China
is explained from the viewpoint of a nonsectarian. At times the book becomes polemical and over-drawn in its support of the
Communist order, but in doing so it serves
as a refreshing counter-ba.!ance to the- steady
diet of anti-Chinese-Communism to which
we all have been subjected.
In carrying on a writer's and intellectual's
feud with current European critics of the
Chine-se socio-political system the author
dulls the account. The extended analysis
of Chinese fine art requires a depth of interest that often is lacking among American
readers. For a strong and reasoned defense
of the current Communist government in
continental China, and for a reading experience that is cu ltura.!l y broadeuing, The
Long March will serve will.

C. F.

'-

.,..

VIKNER

THE STEADFAST MAN

By Paul Gallico (Doubleday, $3.95)
It must be- very difficu'lt for any Irishman
to write objectively about St. Patrick. Mr.
Gallico ·is an Irishman.
The author limits the value of his book
by indulging in numerous comparisons to
the Twentieth Century, such as the Red
Cross, "abused Hung·arians," etc. Obviously this volume is written for the spiritual
edification of the Ame-rican Irish of this
generation rather than for those of scholarly interest.
Mr. Gallico fails to discuss the matters of
tonsure and Easter computations, which
must have been introduced by St. Patrick
and which were later symbols of difference
between the Celtic and the Roman Church.
While the author deals at length with
many of the legends of St. Patrick, he apparently is complete-ly unaware of those associated with Glastonbury.
Also, readers
acquainted with the ecclesiastical history of
Ireland will note an emphasis not consistent
with fact wherever Mr. Gallico emphasizes
the pro-Roman attitudes and loyaltie-s of St.
Patrick. This is a bit strange since St. PatTHE
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rick needs no apology as a great Christian
and an ardent missionary.
Nevertheless, St. Patrick's contacts with
Rome were virtually non-existent. Certainly, he was not an ultramontanist as a reade-r
would gather from Mr. Gallico's book. As
a matter of fact, the spiritual and missionary heirs of the Irish saint were a constant
thorn in the sides of the pro-Roman ecclesiastics in Scotland and England, as well as
throughout the continent for several centurios after the death of Patrick.
This reviewer would have appreciated a
bit more of a historical back-drop of the
age in which Patrick lived. It is obvious
Mr. Gallico was interested primarily in an
inspirational approach. Somehow, we expected more than that from a journalist of
his reputation.
The volume is approved with a "Nihil
Obstat" and an "Imprimatur." This may
explain a great deal.
HERBERT

W.

KNOPP

KING ARTH UR'S AVALO N

By Geoffrey Ashe (Dutton, $5.00)
The author does an admirable job of
analyzing the many legends associated with
ancient Glastonbury Abbey,· the origins of
which go back some fifteen hundred ye-ars.
Mr. Ashe not only critically analyzes the
historic actuality of King Arthur, but he also provides an authoritative analysis of the
Holy Grail legend and the possibility that
Joseph of Arimathea may have spent the
last years of his life- near the site of the
"Glass Isle."
The history of the Abbey is carried forward by Mr. Ashe into the late sixteenth
Century. Throughout, the author maintains a critical attitude despite his sympathe~ic and, at times, romantic interest in his
subjoct.
However, a map or two would have been
appreciated in the early portion of the book
-- the better to understand his quite plausible Arthurian theories.
This is an excellent volume for those
teachers of English who may wish to provide their students with historic validities
while exposing the adolescent mind to Mallory and Tennyson.
HERBERT

W.

KNOPP

MAMA'S BOARDING HOUSE

By John
$3.95)

D.

Fitzgerald

(Prentice-Hall,

Here is a Westc·rn that is more than cowboys and Indians - although it has its share
of those, too. Set in the Utah of the early
1900's, Mama's Boarding House is the delightful tale of the widow who wanted to be
independent, of her children, and of the
boarders who assembled around her table.
The cigar-smoking newspaperman, the courtiy judge, "the prim sch6olteacher, and the
drink-inclined sea captain we·re among those
OcToBER
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whom Tcna Fitzgerald gathered into her
boarding house family. Each came from a
different background and each brought new
problems to the great-hearted and understanding (and sometime·s matchmaking)
widow.
Mention must also be made of the Fitzgerald relatives who played such an important role in the development of Adenville -Uncle Mark, the competent and determined
sheriff; Aunt Queenie, the ex-dance hall
girl; and Uncle Will, the paralyzed saloon
proprietor who could outshoot any man able
to stand on his own feet. And there we.re
Mama's own children -- the artistic Earnest
who met his girl because of a greased pig;
the scientific Tom, who set up his medical
practice in the East; Katie, the young mother with an unpredictable ~ather-in-law; and
John D., who gave up his dreams of college
to be a newspaperman.
Going back to the days when the Model-T
Ford was just comi11g into vogue and when
gun duels in the street were a common occurrence-, Mr. Fitzgerald has written a lively and entertaining book. Because he writes
of his own family's past, the author is well
acquainted with his material; and because
he is able to combine laughter and sadness,
success and disaster, pleasingly, Mama's
Boarding House can well be enjoyable reading for aJI.
STiPHANIE UMBACH

FICTION
COCKTAIL TIME

By P. G. Wodehouse (Simon and Schuster; $3.50)
"What," Someone will say, "is the good
grey Cresset doing reviewing this frothy bit
of lagniappe by that unreconstructedly frivolous septuagenarian, P. G. Wodehouse ?"
"What profit is there," Someone may continue, "in spending the- shining hours on the
antics of the kinds of madcaps and scapegraces one finds in a Wodehouse novel?"
"Might it not be more profitable," Someone may continue, warming to the subject,
"to spend our leisure hours reflecting upon
the lives of the members of the College of
District Presidents than to pursue the- va grant fortunes of such thoroughly unedifying characters as Frederick Altamont Cornwallis Twistleton, Sir Raymond Bastable,
Q. C., Mrs. Phoebe Wisdom and her son,
Cosmo, Gordon 'Oily' Carlisle and wife,
and Albert Peasmarch, the butler?"
The answer to Somecme's questions are,
reading from left to right: "Having fun,"
"A great deal," and "No."
To understand why every Wodehouse
novel gets an e·nthusiastic reception in the
Cresset it is necessary to know something of
the secret life of the Rt. Hon. William Lyon
Mackenzie King, late prime minister of

Canada. The late Rt. Hon. W. L. M . was
at great pains to pre·sent to the world an
aspect of a lmost massive dullness, knowing
that dullness is universally taken as prima
facie evidence of probity. There being no
one who could surpass him in dullness (probity) a mare usque ad mari, Mr. King was
re-elected and re-elected until eventually he
had set a record for length of tenure as the
elected head of a democratic state. Picture
the surprise of his trusting compatriots,
therefore, whe-n, after Mr. King's death, it
was discovered that he had not really been
a dull person at all and that, as a matter of
fact, he had enjoyed dabbling in spiritualISm.

So, in a manner of speaking, it is with the
Cresset.
High in its editorial hie-rar~hy,
near but not at the summit, is an editor who
can no more leave Wodehouse novels alone
than the late Rt. Hon. Mr. King could leave
the ectopJ.asm alone. A shy figure in public (and, therefore, widely credited with
moral earnestness), this editor can romp
through the pages of a Wodehouse novel
identifying himself like Billy-o with a Wodehouse hero, providing he (the hero) is gay
enough and flu c·nt enough and rich enough.
And Wodehouse heroes are usually one or
two or three of these things. Two or three
hours of this kind of identifying and our editor is ready to crawl back into the conservative grey suit and the· crisp white shirt
and to scare Ladies Literary Clubs with
speeches about the doubtful doom of lost
mankind.
We had a colleague once, an elderly gentleman who was much respected for his
l0arning and his courtly manners and who,
when the conversation turned to the antics
of prep-school days, would murmur with a
twinkle in his eye: "Ich war nicht immer
Bischoff." He had been young in the universities of Imperia.! Germany.
This reviewc·r (the editor referred to above) grew
up in a depression and a war, and has, b y
virtue of his calling, spent an unconscionable portion of his adult years in the company of earnest-minded bore~. It is thanks
to Wodehouse and the lesser figures of contemporary British humor that he can recall
vicarious escapades which entitle him, too,
to say: "I was not always a bishop."
To get back to the novel itself: It's excellent, all about a man who wrote a novel
and didn't want anybody to know it until
later, when he did want them to know it,
but by then his n ~phew, who was supposed
to have written the novel, had gotten involved with these American crooks, and by
the time it was all cleared up Sir Raymond
had married the beautiful literary agent and
his sister had married the butler, Johnny
Pearce had managed to get Nannie out of
the house so he could marry the girl of his
dreams, and Lord Ickenham could rejoice
that he had spread sweetness and light in
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yet anothc·r of the not-so-stately halls of
England.
THE MACKEREL PLAZA

By Peter D eVries ( Little, Brown, $3 . 75)
Andrew Mackerel is pastor of People's
Liberal church located in Connecticut. The
members of this community church, for the
most part, are wealthy and sophisticated
New Yorker commuters who feel they should
belong to a church but who shy from any
religion which would require their making
a personal commitment to God. They want
something modern, and they have it in both
their church and their pastor.
People's Liberal is the first split-level
church in America. It has a dining room,
kitchen, and three parlors for committee
meetings downstairs, and upstairs is a huge
multi-purpose room which, by means of sliding walls, can be made into an auditorium,
a gymnasium, or a ballroom. Occupying a
small space in one corner is the worship
area. Attached to the back of the church
is a clinic with medical and neuropsychiatric wings.
The young pastor, Mackere l, blends very
well with the church. While he stems from
a long line of Calvinists, h e had iong ago lost
his faith in God. He does believe, rather fuzzily, in the necessity for some binding ethic
whi ch will put man under obligation to better himself. He becam e a minister because
his mother wanted him to.
Mr. Mackerel is be.set b y many p ersonal
problems, foremost of which is his desire to
remarry. His marriage plans are thwarted,
however, by members of his congregation
who are a ttempting to deify his late wife.
This late wife, Ida May, who had accidentally drowned the year before, had been an
intellectual with a great amout of drive.
She had used this energy to promote psychiatric social work and she was responsible for
the clinic, but her work was often misguided
and futil e in this congregation of neurotics.
The latest plan to memorialize the late
Mrs. Mackerel was the building of a new
park with a large fountain named for her.
But commercial interests of the town got into th e· planning and converted the project
into a huge shopping center, of which the
fountain was a minor decoration. The center was to be known as the Mackerel Plaza.
Frustration and rage bring Mackerel to
the edge of a nervous breakdown, but love
and a minor miracle restore his faith in
God and his sanity. They also ope·n the
way for his re-marriage.
One of the most humorous and sharpest
satirists writing today, Peter De Vri es dissects this God-less community church until
little remains but an unattractive skeleton.
While working at this, he h as something to
say to a nyon e who has ever known an
overly-organized
church
dissipating its
energi es on unimportant matters. H e has
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a word too, fo r the intellectual who feels
no need for faith in God. While what he
has to say is serious, DeVries says it in a
delightfully rofreshing and humorous manner.

when the heart is spi ll ing lhe milk of human
kindness a ll over and rapturous e nthusiasm
throws itself promiscuously into the arms
of incredibility.

THE CAVE DWELLERS

J. B.

A play by William Saroyan (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $3.50)
It is quite difficult not to 'like William
Saroyan because he is such a nice guy who
writes about such nice people whose golden
hearts are constantly visible on their sleeve5.
In a duologue by himself, published by
The New York Times, h e asked the question: "Do you think they'll have enough
brains (meaning the critics) to recognize
'The Cave Dwellers' as a real play, even if
it turns out that there isn't even one little
old lousy Bad Guy in it?"
And since the critics .,- · to his own and
my surprise -- praised the play almost
unanimously, he dedicated the printed version to fourteen reviewers of the major
newspapers and magazines. I have seen the
play and I have now read it and I still
don't like it and the only thing that comforts m e is the fact that William Saroyan
won ' t give. a hoot . about it. I realize he is
good at heart an<;j wants to make us feel
good, so he throws into his sugar-coated
pl·ay so many pi eces of saccharine that yon
can bet on every bastard turning good, but,
as he himself says, there is not really a bad
soul in this play except perhaps Gorky, the
bear, beca use h e only likes pretty girls.
It is a world of have-beens who live
a wretched life in a forsaken theatre building which is about to be wreded. They
are joined by a little girl with. no home, by
.<lo couple who are blessed with' a child and
.cursed with no place to ·· live and to go.
It is a capricious mood piece which offers
no solution, no point of view except the one
that in spite of e•verything every human is
really good at heart and that there is always a light · shining somewhere.
Since these lower-depths characters live
an inner life of sublime bliss and William
Saroyan underlines tho truism in his preface that "every playwright, like God, creates man in his own image," I know that
Saroyan must be a nice guy and I ought
to like him. By the way, I have loved his
"The Time of Your Life" and "My Heart's
in the Highlands," but this is quite some
time ago and meanwhile we have gone
through the medieval tortures of Hitlerism
in all shades from black to red, through
wars and revolutions, through history which
has not yet completely given up the habit
of piling up cruelties and injustices. My
hair has turned gray from watching all this
and, though I know that all murderers
love their dogs and are ·k ind to little children, I plead guilty of having become impatient with Saroyan's world. True, theatre
is make-believe, but there is a limit to it

WALTER SoRELL

A play m verse by Archibald MacLc,ish
(Houghton Mifflin, $3.50)
Archibald MacLeish has written a play
within a play, a loud p lea for Jove as th e
one great gift we received from God and the only justification of the injustice in
the world. As a matter of fact, love becomes the entire raison d'etre of man m
this play.
When Mr. MacLeish uses th e figure of
a modern Job, a happy, respected man who.
possesses wealth, power and a lovely famil y
and from whom everything is taken in the
most cruel and incongruent manner, -when he uses this symbolic figure to guide
us through human hell, his final answer to
all .thi~ is found in the very end when
Job's wife who had left him returns and
says: "You wanted justice and there was
nono -- only love." "God is. " but man can
love and that he can is "the wond er."
The l·ast curtain falls on a note of confid ence. It sounds as if the entire world
would be gone, and two people would have
to start the whole jo·urney of mankind
from the bc.ginning. There is no light, only
the "coal of the h eart," again a symbol of
love. "The candles in churches are out. The
lights have gone out in the sky." But the
little light from deep inside will help them
find their way.

It reads like a good dramatic poem which
successfully forces colloquialism into prosody. It will be produced by professional
actors on Broadway this season and will
then have to prove that it is also a good
play.
WALTER

SORELL

JUDA S

By Anton and Elly Van Heurn ( Muhlenborg, $3.75)
Judas, son of Cyborea, a woman of pure
H ebrew lineage, and a red-headed Samaritan, by a rapacious attack, grew up in th e
turbulent days of an attempted liberation of
Palestine from her Roman subjugation and
of corruption in high places. Marked by
an "apartne5s," a singular quality of inquiry and of devotion to justice and moral
rectitude from early childhood, Judas grows
up in the ways of shepherds.
Authors Van H e urn cast Judas as a
tall, red-headed , unusual young man, who
struggles b etween lust for the gra tifi cation
of earthy sensibilities and free dom from
the appeals of designing females. The greater portion of the 307-page fi ctional biography is concerned with Judas's involvem ent with the Z eitgc.ist - imperial R ome's
THE
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coming apart at the seams, the chicanery of
the priesthood and the Sanhedrin, the rebellious mood of the populace, the work
of the Galilean, and Judas's relationship
with the disciples of Christ. Last chosen
of the Twelve, Judas appears as headstrong, righteous, uninhibited, still harrassed by stirrings within him of passion
and of mixed emotions. His concern for
the treasures in hand made him insensitive
to the spiritual treasures obtainable by devotion to Jesus.
The humanity of the disciples, local color
of life in Jud ea and Galilee, as also ·nora
and fauna of the Holy Land; Roman and
Jewish officialdom, enmeshed in intrigue
and treachery; the uncertainity of the times,
pervaded by the M essianic hope of a liber-

ator -- all are unmistakably portrayed.
Judas vacillates between devotion
to
Christ and to self; confused, but struggling
to maintain his loyalty, his final betrayal is
not linked directly with his love for "the
bag," but with an unwitting playing to the
feigned friendliness of Caiaphas whose help
Judas espouses . in good faith, only to be
duped a nd cast out.
There are occasional passages of sickening sweetness, of gi·l ding the lily, in describing some natural phenomena. While the
·other disciples are portrayed in the more
recognizable Biblical version of "impetuous
Peter," "loving John," etc., Judas would
have appeared in truer light had Jesus
been presented as more solicitous for Judas
in his predicaments.

~·-----------------------------------Inasmuch as the Scriptures give no lineal
description of Judas, the one presented in
the opening chapter makes him psychologically more vulnerable in the reader's
view. Preoccupation with the sensual gives
Judas many problems and complexes, but
this description of Judas turns his personal
problems inward upon himself due to his
concern over personal purity and apartness,
rather than to presenting Judas as "the
thief" whose preoccupation with the coins
of their meagre treasury twisted what
probably started as a life of devotion to
the Master.
Easy, .fascinating rea ding, grappling with
the internal problems of a great Biblical
enigma.
OLIVER

E.

GRAEBNER

Winter Soliloquy
At the seaside in the winter
One is very much alone
Yet that eternal sight of majesty
Reaches God's own mighty throne.
Each wave as it approaches
Is fraught with power divine
And cries out as it crashes
"Thou art a child of Mine.
"Take,
Take,
Take,
For I

as the sea,
as the sea,
as the sea,
am behind

thy rising;
thy fall;
this timing,
it all.

"I will not be omitted
From a single thought of thine
For, as the sea exalteth
I WILL be called divine .

•

"Ebb low, as the mighty ocean.
Rise high, as the towering tide
But in all thy restless churning,
Cast ME not aside."
Thanks, Lord, for this VISIOn
Of Thy love's flow to me,
And may my strength, returning,
Flow ever on with Thee.
BARBARA HECKER ScHMITT
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A Minority Report
The Boys are Going to Town
---------------8 y

VIC T 0 R

"My boy, born on the farm and bred for the farm,
has gone to town to work." Thus spoke a father out
in Dodge County, Nebraska, who was also born on the
farm and bred to the farm. But he spoke with a twitch
of misery in his face and a touch of nostalgia in his
voice. There seemed to be volumes in his expression:
"My boy has gone to town to work."
So I asked: "How come? What are you talking
about?" His answer: "Look, Hoffmann, I have always
farmed around 280 to 300 acres. I figured that'd do
as a beginning to take care of myself and my son. Last
year all but 116 acres was sold out from under me. Why
I can farm 116 acres one day a week with my arms tied
behind my back." Lookin'g at his six-foot-four, 230pound, well-fed frame, I countered: "Well, you can
feed yourself and your family with 116 acres, can't
you?" And thinking of the one hundred dollars plus
I personally must pay every month just to put a roof
over my head and keep the utilities going, I added :
"And with that 116 acres you also get free rent, a big
garage, and plenty of room for the kids." Slowly he
answered: "Now look here, you -f aren't kidding mel
Sure, I'll make out, I aint agoin' to starve. But I aint
goin' to get ahead either. You know that, you've been
on the farm."
As the conversation continued, we got to the heart
of the matter. He was anxious because his whole outlook on life had been altered and shaken. Coming
from parents and grandparents who had been farmers,
he had always looked upon farming as a way of life.
Like his father before him, he wanted to acquire some
land for his son down the line a few miles before he
greeted the lights of eternity. "But when they bought
that land right out from under me and left me with a
little more than a hundred acres," he complained almost
pathetically, "my son had to get out on his own." I
asked: "What's your son doing?" According to the
farmer, "He tried working for another farmer at one
hundred dollars a month. But that doesn't pay off. He
can't get ahead that way. So he's gone to town to
work."
Obviously something is happening down on the farm.
Farming, at least in the Midlands, is gradually turning
into a big enterprise. In the first place, some farms
hardly look like farms anymore. Indeed, there is so
much machinery about, · the farm looks like an oversize
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farm implement shop and appliance store. Tractors,
combines, milking machines, deep freezes, refrigerated
milk units, power lawnmowers, automatic feeders,
trucks, jeeps, pick-ups, cars, television sets, and the like
- all these things and more are taking over the running
of the farm. Automation has set in with a vengeance.
Now not all farmers have all these gadgets but the
modern farmer is mechanizing. Consequently, things
must happen down on the farm.
The out-put per man-hour is being increased. This
means that the average farmer can both produce more
per acre and farm more land. Figures, anybody's
figures, reveal that the size of the farm is increasing and
the number of farms and farmers is decreasing. And
in spite of the tragedy of it all - especially for the
individuals who have not and are being squeezed out
- some of this new farming is more efficient and profitable. This is the consensus of many farmers with whom
I spoke this summer.
So there is nothing much for many farm boys except
to go to town to work. How does he take to the city?
Another farmer who had been sitting quietly by offered
an explanation: "Well now, I try to do both. I run
a farm and hold a steady job in town. At first, it looks
mighty good, that green stuff. On the farm, your income does not come in small doses every month or two
weeks. At first when you see that money come in right
regular, you get the notion that this is mighty soft especially if you're single." He went on to explain
that he had soon discovered the problems of living in
such an environment: "You soon discover that the two
to three hundred dollars some of these guys on Main
Street are getting in shoe stores and the like isn't really
enough. Some of these guys have to become small truck
gardeners, hitting that garden nearly every night and
week-ends to make a go of it."
And one of the really young guys piped: "N"w that
isn't all of it. You can dress like a person who has
lived in the city all his life but you've still got the
farm in you and you talk like a farmer, at least, you
feel like a farmer." There is a difference and this di£ference lived in him as he began to talk about girls: "I
notice it especially when you talk to the girls in Fremont. I guess boys and girls are about the same all over
but you sure can't use the same approach all over."
It seems to me we have a problem here.
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ol the -Debasement of Man

----------------------------------BY
A recent issue of Cosmopolitan devotes an entire section to a review of the contemporary literary scene.
Many phases of writing are discussed, and current trends
in literature are examined and. evaluated. Edmund
Fuller, well-known author, editor, and critic, analyzes
the new freedom from restrictive censorship en joyed by
the writer of today. He deplores the fact that many
authors do not use this new freedom with restraint and
intelligence. He points out that the entire structure
of this cherished new artistic freedom is constantly
being threatened by the work of immature and mediocre writers - writers who make use of vulgar dialog
and gross descriptions to cover a lack of talent and to
~ conceal the inability to make a profound study of the
relationship between men and women. Mr. Fuller concludes that a corrupt and debased image of man has
become current.
These words came back· to me many times as I made
the rounds of movie theaters in recent weeks.
It is not my intention to classify Tennessee Williams
as an immature or mediocre writer. I know, of course,
that he is one of the most gifted playwrights of our
day. But he has devoted his great talent almost exclusively to the delineation of characters who are either
corrupted or debased - or both - and to the portrayal
of events that are brutal and violent.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (M-G-M, Richard Brooks),
which in I 955 won both the Pulitzer Prize and the
Drama Critics Circle Award, tells the sordid and somber story of a family in conflict. Although the 'script
-written by Mr. Brooks- compresses the action on the
screen into a single sultry summer day, Mr. Brooks
has adhered to the plot of the original play and has
successfully captured the tense, emotion-packed atmosphere created by Mr. Williams. Bllrl Ives is magnificent as Big Daddy, a role which won fame for him in
the original Broadway stage production. Judith Anderson plays Big Mamma -with fine success, and Madeleine Sherwood is excellent as the avaricious Sister
Woman. Paul Newman and Jack ' Carson are wholly
convincing as the sons who wiF inherit Big Daddy 's
coveted Mississippi empire, and Elizabeth Taylor acquits herself with real distinction in the role of Maggie
the cat. Much of the success of the presentation must
"' be credited to Mr. Brooks' sensitive and sure-footed direction.
Those who have read Norman Mailer's bitter and disturbing study of war and its effect on human relation-
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ships will find The Naked . and the Dead (Warners,
Raoul Walsh) little more than a vast and sprawling
parade of two-dimensional stereotypes. They are all
there: from the sadistic sergeant - in this instance a
truly corrupted and debased human being - to the arrogant commanding officer, whose credo is hate, and
to the young lieutenant, who believes that love is a
powerful motivating force. Much of the dialog is vulgar, and some of the scenes depicted are shockingly
cruel. The acting is mediocre throughout. Pictorially
The Naked and the Dead is a magnificent film.
For almost six years Francoise Sagan has been the
center of controversy in the literary world. There are
those who are convinced that this strange young Frenchwoman is nothing less than a genius. Others share
the opinion of Mlle. Sagan's famous compatriot Francois Mauriac.
When Bonjour Tristesse appeared,
Mauriac declared it to be "the work of an eighteen-yearold devil." Still others - among them, critics of established reputation - state vehemently that Mlle.
Sagan's writing is completely mediocre. In translation,
I have found her books to be decidedly boring. The
screen versions of Bonjour Tristesse and A CeTtain
Smile (20th Century-Fox) are equally dull.
Hot Spell (Paramount, Daniel Mann) presents with
sterling artistry a tragic story of family conflict and
ultimate dissolution. This is a pathetic tale of human
weakness.
God's Little Acre (United Artists, Anthony Mann)
brings .us the screen version of Erskine Caldwell's meretricious and tasteless novel. Here we have a corrupted
and debased image of man.
I shall conclude on a happier note by recommending
for the entire family Walt Disney's magnificent new
True Life Adventure White Wildemess (Buena Vista);
The Light in the fonst (Buena Vista), Mr. Disney's
appealing adaptation of Conrad Richter's PulitzerPrize-winning novd of the same title; and Windjammer,
Louis de Rochemont's exciting travelog filmed by a
new process called Cinemiracle.
A new season of TV entertainment is about to begin.
At the moment the major networks are under a cloud.
It has been charged that some - perhaps all - of the
quiz programs have been "fixed." Will the investigations now under wa,y spell doom for this popular form
of TV entertainment? It may well be - and deservedly
so if the accusations
can be substantiated.
I
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THE LITTLE SAINTS:

A Chapel Address

Saints are timeless . . . They are wherever the Cross
appears ... in every nook and corner of the world ...
in every walk of life ... They are the salt of the earth,
the light of the world, the clocks of God ... When they
stop running and working this insubstantial world, this
passing universe, will end ...
All saints are made at the foot of the Cross ... Here
they first learn the lesson of faith, the essential of
sainthood ... They become redeemed sons and daughters of the living God ...
There are, first of all, the big saints, the great men
and women of the Church who have tasted the rope,
the fire and the sword . . . Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Mary, St. Paul, St. John, Augustine, Luther . . . men
and women whose feet have shaken the world and who
have come to immortality by placing their mortality at
the feet of Him who is fairer than all the children of
·m en . . . Their greatness amazes us . . . We stand in
wonder before the sureness and power of their faith ·...
They show how God can help up frail human nature to
the dizzy heights of the incredible . . . Through them
shines the face of God upon the face of the earth . . .
majestic, victorious, revealing . . . They set the world
to singing, and their song is long and great ...
It is evident, of course, that these great saints must
be handled with care ... Often, unconsciously, we begin
to feel that they are too far beyond us ... Who can be
as eloquent as Isaiah, as strong as Mary, as singleminded as Paul, as loving as John, as bold as Luther?
.. It looks hopeless ... And so we are apt to give up
. . . The way to the heights is too long and too rough
... It is more comfortable where we are ... This kind
of goodness and greatness haunts us, and we do not
like to be haunted, not even by God ...
At such times we must think of the little saints, the
kind that St. Paul refers to when he writes "To the
Saints at Ephesus." ... There are no names ... They
usually are nameless . . . It does not matter to the
world or to history who they are . . . All that ~atters
is what they do ... In every walk of life, often in the
lonely places in the world, in kitchens, offices, stores,
pulpits, sickrooms, hospitals, schools and classroorrs ...
Perhaps we should note they are not little people, at
least not in the sight of God ... The essence of their
sainthood lies in their perfection in little things . . .
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It is as great to be good in the smallest details of life
as it is to be the greatest saints . . . Here we have
the greatness of a life spent wholly in the service of
others, that looks for no human reward and assuredly
does not get it . . . The greatness of going on and on 1111
when the heart is weary, the head is heavy, every nerve
is frayed, and the whole body rebels , . . the greatness
of a life laid moment by moment at the feet of Him
who was lifted up to lift us ... the greatness of being
known as a Christian in a pagan community, among
scornful friends, in an indifferent home, in a derisive
world ... This is the greatness of the little saints, the
saints of the little things which make up life ... There
are saints like that here in the world today and everywhere, wherever the doors of a church open ...
~

And make no mistake about this! ... God loves these "'(
saints of the little things with a strange and magnificent
love . . . They are really His children . . . child-like
trusting, wondering, carrying God into the corners of
life ... In a world like ours that is not an easy thing
to do . . . It is so easy to become proud, envious, to
forget the little things which are really the great things
... It is necessary for the little saints to seek again and
again the company of Him who was meek and lowly of
heart . . . who loved the people of the world who
seemed to matter so little to the world, but who are His
very own, the stars in His crown, and the glory of
His Church ... It is the little saints who hold the world
'in its course and heaven in their hands ...
The little saints know that the Church of Jesus Christ
is like a house with two floors ... Today they are still
on the first floor, the Church Militant ... They labor
and toil and wait . . . On the second floor, however,
just above them is the best part of the house, the
Church Triumphant, open to the rising sun, filled with
the little saints who believed and found their way up
the stairs through a Cross . . . They are the ones who
can say with conviction and song and truth: "I believe
in the communion of saints ... "
This men must know as the tearing world goes by on
its way through the years of God outside the doors of
the Church . . . The little saints are the members of
the family of God, living, essential parts of the body
of Christ . . . They are as close as anyone can ever
come, this side of heaven, to the everlasting home of
light and warmth and love and no loneliness at all.
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